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Introduction

In 1929 Kobert Launay published the first biopraphy

of Bertrand Barère» ^Previously he had used Barere as

the subject of hie doctoral thesis, and before

beginning the research, had discussed his project

with the distinguished authority on the Terror,

Alphonse Aulerd. When asked his opinion of the

terrorist, Aulard replied, *Notre Bertrand est un

individu bien trop léper, bien trop primesautier et

fantaisiste pour se puinder dans la solennité d*une

etude doctorale»1

There was no lack of material on which to base

a study of 'L*Anacreon de la Guillotine'• In the

preface to the Mémoires de Barère. Cernot describes

the plethora of letters, reports, treatisee and

opinions, which Barère had produced durinp his life¬

time; he was eiphty-five when he died» The Mémoires,

which were published in 181*3» had been written over

a period of twenty years, Barère had tried to persuade

ma# people, including hrépoire, to be responsible/
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responsible for their publication, but without success.

He approached Carnot in I836 and asked him if he would

act as editor. The final version, which appeared

posthumously, is the joint work of Carnot and David

d'Angers. There is a long introduction to the Mémoires,

written by Carnot, which is sympathetic and generous

to Barère. Carnot says that his character has been one

'of the most ill-treated by history,* and he laments

the fact that no justification of the author had

appeared among the ever increasing number of apologias

for the Revolution. The Mémoires are of dubious accuracy.

This is due partly to the author's vacillation of

opinion and also to the fact that he gave his editors

carte blanche to alter any part which wottld be

unacceptable to public opinion of the time.

Although full of contradictions, it is possible to

find in the Me'moires a consistency of thought on

most fundamental issues and one can gain some idea

of the character of the man himself and the motives

underlying his actions.

Thomas Macaulay reviewed the Mémoires in the/
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the Edinburgh Review of April I8I4.I+. It is due to

his scathing comment that the idée fixe of the

reprehensible character of Barëre became established

in England. It is possible that Macaulay was only

meting out hatred in return for hatred; his fury

against Barëre is an equal match for Barëre*s

invective against England. His opinion is that

*Barëre approached nearer than any other person

mentioned in history or fiction, whether man or devil,

to the idea of conswuate and universal depravity. In

him the qualities which are proper objects of hatred

and qualities which are objects of contempt preserve

an exquisite and absolute harmony.* His accusations

of sensuality, poltroonery, baseness, effrontery and

barbarity are totally without foundation, they do.

not even present a genuine caricature of the real

person.

Between Carnot's over-generous apologia and Macaulay*s

fantastic opprobrium, there was room for Launay to

present a balanced assessment of Barëre's career.

Unfortunately this does not emerge. He is derisive

and over-critical and accentuates too much the sinister

aspects of his subject's character. While stressing/
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stressing his feebleness, he chooses quotations which

show Barère to be vindictive and cruel, end he was

neither# The biography gives the general impression

of being a veiled eulogy of the Girondins rather

than a careful study of the terrorist. Barère is

accused of betraying the Briseotins, despite the fact

that he never counted himself one of their number.

Launay dismisses the Terror as being the period of the

'National Abattoir*, and makes little attempt to

give an appraisal of Berère's work for the Committee

of Public Safety during this time. 'Barère, L'Anaereon

de la Guillotine* is not so nmch a biography as an

Opinion.

Much of the hatred for Barète springs from the picture

of him ! resented in the report of Paladin and the

attack of Dubois-Cranee, which appeared during the

Thermidorian Heaction. He became the scape-goat for

the whole Committee of Public Safety and the Terror,

probably because he had been a member of all three of

the committees and was identified with them. His own

meticulously prepared Defense . which he was never

allowed to présent, gives a more realistic picture/
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picture of the man than historians have been prepared

to admit» It was not until Professor Palmer suggested

to Leon Oershoy that all was not well with the accepted

view of Barere, that the facts relating to *The

Reluctant Terrorist'received an impartial examination»
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There seems little connection between

the carefree, sucessful son of a provinci&Z/
1

parlementaire and the Witling of the Terror.

Of all the terrorists of the Revolution Rarère had

one of the happiest childhoods. Until he was

over thirty he knew no hardship and only the most

minor of di3apoointnents and frustrations. He

never knew the loneline33 of Robespierre, the fury

and rebellion of St-Just or the anger of Collot.

He grew up in the security of a well-established

bourgeoisie family, sure of the affection of both

his parents} an affection, tinged with respect,

that he returned. Before 1739 he knew nothing of

the pangs of failure as had Mllaud-Varenne or

ifouquier-Tinville. There was no hint of sickness

or deformity to embitter or humiliate him as it

did Marat or Couthon. Neither had he become

involved in the anomalies of the social system as

had Hérault de Séchelles. He had never been

brought into close contact with suffering or

humiliation, or encountered stumbling-blocks to

his own career which could cause deep-rooted/
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rooted resentment against the Ancien Regime,

There was nothing in his pre-revolutionary

experience to imbue him with the fanatical zeal

of a true rebel. It was not anger and bitterness

which prepared Barère for his career as a

revolutionary, but rather the atmosphere of the

free-thin ing society in which he lived, and the

rationality of the Enlightenment; yet he was

typical of the men who lay behind the Revolution,

Most of them came from the intellectual mid He

cla3 3 few of whom had known real poverty,' all of

them had imbibed the anti-traditionalistic,

rationalistic spirit of the Age of Reason. They

were, generally, very ordinary men who saw the

need for a greater unity within society and a

centralisation and rationalisation of government,
a

Pew wanted Rou3seaean Republic of Virtue, or even
A

total eradication of the existing order, but they

demanded an end of abuse and more equality of

opportunity, Cf all the men who arrived in Paris

in May 1789 with visions of reform and an ideal

state, Barère was the most ordinary, and his/
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his vision was the least clear,

Bertrand Barcre was born on 10th

September, 1755,in the house in the Rue Bourg

Vieux which had belonged to the family for several

generations. Kis father Jean (1722-1788) was

typical of the bourgeoisie de robe who married into

the noblesse d'encit for the advantages of status,

even though the droits de seigneur and the title

ve® rarely passed on through the female line.

Through his marriage to Jeanne-Catherine Marraste,

a descendant of the fa ily of Naise, not qualified

for presentation at court but able to boast four

quart:erings of nobility, he acquired rights to

property in the Landes, in 3. . France, and later

to farmland in Anclades. But the title and

honorific rights to the Abbey of Yieuzac, which he

gained in 1774, were obtained from his wife's

second cousin, Hector d'Anti.upon payment of 4,0C0

livres. To this was added the fief of Vieuzac,

consisting entirely of feudal dues. hen Hector

died in 1778, Jean inherited further estates to

the north of Vieuzac an; the rights of entry into/
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into Bigorre. He was, however, not able to lay

claim to these rights due to his own failure to
of

fulfil the requirement^ four quarter!ngs of

nobility in his own family, but he did. adopt the

title of Aeigneur de /ieuzac, and the right to

pass it on to his 3on. The young Barère must

have been very aware of the prevailing friction

between the prosperous administrative bourgeoisie

and the local nobility. His father's marriage,

together with the use of the title by himself even

after the night of the 4th August, demonstrate the

yearning after status and social recognition so

recognisable in the bourgeoisie prior to the

aevolution. Barère belonged to that stratum of

society which only emerged in Prince towards the

latter part of the eighteenth century, a wealthy,

influential cultured class, which although linked

to the nobility either through marriage or the

purchase of office, still lacked the recognition

which would give it the undisputed qualification

of the First Estate. Therefore when B-.rere

vehemently denies in his .defense. ...'Je ne 3uis/
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suis pas de la caste nobiliaire; je m'honore

d'être né dans la. classe du peuple', he is

exaggerating his plebeian affiliation; and again

in his renly to Hebert's attack in 1793, - 'Je
3

suis peuple, et je ne suis pas d'origine noble',

he is denying the nature of his upbringing,

Jean Barere was a lawyer of the

Ceneschal's Court of Bigorre. In his capacity

as First Consul and President of the Third state

in Tarbes he was required to examine the treasury

reports for the area. Hi3 discovery of certain

irregularities,due to the granting of fiscal

favours to the local nobility,brought hira into

open conflict with the other two estates. He

refused to keep the discovery to himself, whether

due to honesty or indignation is hard to say.

But a3 a result of the publication of the

discrepancies he brought the wrath of the local

aristocracy down upon his head. The bishop of

the diocese found little difficulty in getting a

lettre de cachot served against him which prevented

him frcm holding any administrative office in the/
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the town. All the same Barère's statement in his

Mémoires that his father had lived under the auspices

of a lettre de cachet for most of his life is an

exaggeration, for the order was revoked after a

year. The slight, however, had its effect upon

Barere, and he states that from the cr-die he

dedicated hi3 life to the fight against the

arbitrary power of the nobility and inequality of
4

opportunity. This ain is a istortion of the

truth for Bertrand never suffered directly at the

hands of the aristocracy, but his efforts

throughout his early career were bent more on

helping those without status than pandering to

those who possessed it.

In all ways, as R. R. Palmer says of

Barere, 'his opportunities were equal to his
5

capabilities'. His early school days were spent

happily in Tarbes, at the local Parish School,

where, we learn, he wa3 an exemplary pupil. From

there he went to the College at Sorèze, between

Toulouse and Castres, mixing with the sons of

loc'1 aristocracy and bourgeoisie alike. There/
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There is no record in his mémoires of any feeling

of antipathy engendered there. Despite the fact

that the school was a Roman Catholic foundation it

admitted Huguenot pupil3 and the curriculum appears

to have been influenced by the writings of the

ncyclooedisto and Philosophes and its scholars

were trained more for administrative posts than

for ecclesiastical careers. There is no detailed

information as to Barère's progress at the school

except that he gained prizes for history and

éloquence, and his ability in the latter field was

to be exploited fully during his time as a member

of the Committee of Public Safety. He must have

distinguished himself academically since he was

admitted to the Law School of Toulouse University

at fifteen instead of the usual seventeen. The

Law School was dominated by the Parlement of

Toulouse and as Barère's first year there coincided

with Laupeau's edict suppressing the Parlements in

1771 it is easy to believe him when he speaks of

his enthusiasm for the legal profession. At this

time he saw the parlementaires as being the la3t/
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last bulwark against oppression and arbitrary-

power. 'I had always loved the noble profession

of the law, the courageous profession of defending
6

the weak from the strong'. Again little detailed

reference is made to his achievements at the

school. He became influenced in turn by the

writings of Laseau de ''auléon, ISlie Beaumont,

Gerbier and Target, By 1774 he was an ardent

admirer of Turgot and saw him as the great

reformer of the age who would launch the first

attack against despotism. His enthusiasm for

Turgot was fired by the new Chancellor's decision

to restore the parlements, for he saw the magistrates

as the true champions of liberty and defenders of

the rights of the people. He was not far-eighted

enough to see that Turgot's decision, far from

opening the road to genuine reform of abuse, in

fact restored one of the main stumbling blocks?

the chief protagonists of the old order, however

disguised, were returned to a position of even

greater power than they had enjoyed before the

dissolution./
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dissolution.

It was in the atmosphere of rejoicing

over the return of the parlementaires that Parère

gained his BaccalaureLat-en-droit at the age of

nineteen, having spent three years specialising in

i.oman jurisprudence and French Law. The

following year, 1775, he proceeded 'iaître-ès-arts

and took his lawyer's Oath, and was then

academically qualified, if not of icially old

enough, to practise law. His father went to

considerable trouble to obtain a post for his son

as a magistrate in Tarbes and have him recognised

as a Royal Councillor at the Beneschal Court of

Bigorre. He paid 8,000 livres for the position

and for the recognition of his son as qualified to

practise at twenty-one instead of the statutary

twenty-seven. This was the second time that

Bertrand had defied his age and one is tempted to

3ee him as a. brilliant ycung scholar in advance of

his years. It is nonetheless i1... ■ likely that

his father's influence played a much greater part

in the young man's advancement than his ov-n innate/
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innate capabilities; but despite all the pulling

of strings the young iiarère was not at all keen on

the idea of the gratuitous position of judge in

the court of hi3 hone town. He claims to feel a

natural aversion to the position of judge, preferring

to attack tyranny and injustice and oc.upy himself

with 'lengthy and 1 borious work*. 'Je me

retirai à Toulouse où je préférais les travaux

con3olans de défendre les accusés et les citoyens,
au minstère terrible oe le3 juger'• Such a

pronouncement sounds too affected and pompous for

a young, newly qualified graduate, and although
8

the sentiments were probably quite genuine it is

possible that what really motivated the choice of

the twenty-one year old was the life offered by

the city of Toulouse, and the reluctance to bury

himself in a backwater such as Tarbes• He

formally accepted the position offered by his

father, as it was recorded in 1777, but he did not

practise there until his return from Paris in

1788, except for a brief spell after his marriage

in 1785, when he attempted to settle in Tarbes./
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Tarbes. His desire to fight for the

underprivileged was in keeping with th? sentiments

of many of the future revolutionaries, who saw in

unprejudiced administration of the law the key to

a new society, based on the laws of Reason, whose

'smooth running mechanism,... and consistency and

harmony would mirror the workings of the natural
9

universe.'

As in other aspects of his early life,

Barère wns lucky in his first case. It proved to

be successful and was sufficiently flamboyant and

spectacular to win him the immediate admiration of

the legal circle of Toulouse. Call d upon, in

1731, to defend a young girl accused of killing

her chill he appealed to the court and the judge,

'with great entreaty'. 'I told him, ' he says,

•it was my first case and that th- considerations

of humanity demanded a thorough sifting of the
10

evidence because the prisoner was innocent.'

The Ribe3 case appears to have established him a3

a lawyer, both in the eves of the magistrates and
11

in his own. '1 am a lawyer for life', he/



he declared after he had gained a verdict of not

guilty. He had used his witnesses carefully,

eliciting from the doctor who had attended the

girl at the time of the "birth of the child, a

statement that the baby had "been still-born. He

secured a minor victory over superstition and

prejudice by demanding and obtaining a post mortem

examination on the child, vhich revealed a

collapsed lung, thus substantiating the doctor's

evidence, Cuch exhilaration as he felt after

the cose must have been similar to that felt by

obespierre after the cose of the Lightning

Conductor,

His second success at the bar filled

him with even more jubilation, for he saw in it

the opportunity for a fitting reply to the

indignity of the lettre de cachet 3orved against

his father, revenge however was not uppermost

in his mind when he undertook the Hoailles case,

iie was already becoming aware of the vexations

caused by the remnants of tfce feudal attitu:es,

and it is with a certain amount of satisfaction/
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s-tisfaction that he records that he 'brought

about the hatred of the local nobility in his
12

moral victory over the case'. Although these

sentiments are written in his Défense, he must

have felt genuinely indignant and angry over the

details of the case; but at the moment of the

trial what appears to have moved him more than

anything was the romantic aspect. 'hat a fine

opportunity for a young lawyer,' he says in his

commentary on the cp.se, 'the defence of Innocence
13

and Beauty, seduced and betrayed', It was very

nuch a case of le3 droits de seigneur against the

'Natural Rights' of the People, The Chev-lier

de Reys, a Knight of the Order of Malta, was

demanding an annulment of his marriage with a

commoner, a young girl whom he had seduced and

arried without her family's consent. He wanted

the marriage annulled so that he could inherit a

large fortune from his uncle, a Fnight Commander

of the Order, who refused to make him his heir

as long a3 he was married to a commoner. Parère

brought all his prize-winning eloquence to bear./
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bear upon the court. He had elected to take his

stand against the aristocrasy in defence of the

are fundamental rights of $ca\t yet his method of

attack was to appeal to the very essence of the

romantic notion of Mobility, chivalry and honour.

'Is this,' he pleaded, 'the blood of the French

Mobility that cried, in the reign of Francis I, "All

is lost save honour•Is this the blood of

those gallant knights, who fought for God, the
14

ing, and Beauty....' and so he continued,

trembling with indignation, for over an hoar.

It is the same tone, the same rhetorio with which

he was to harangue the Convention during its

moments of doubt, or in time of victory, and for

which he e- rned hims 1+" the title the ■ 'Anacréon of

the Guillotine,'

Although the annulment was granted, the

true victory went to Brère, for the night was

ordered to pay heavy costs and was imediately

prosecuted for abductio$; but Barère had done

moie than establish himself as an eloquent and

skilful lawyer and draw praise from even the/
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the Archbishop of Toulouse, he had come to be

recognised as a champion of the Third state. It

was due very much to his performance during this

case and the reputation he gained as a result of it

that despite his family connections ith the

nobility he was chosen as the deputy for the Third

state of Bigorre in 1789.

His reputation as a lawyer sec red,

between the years 1782 and 1788 he established

himself in the intellectual circles of Toulouse

and gradually gained recognition as a nan of

letters and academician of the area. Charming

by nature, accomplished, champion of the

underprivileged, it is easy to see how arere

drew rather reluctant praise from the leading

hostess of the Orleans Circle of Paris. riting

her opinions of the deputies a3 she had met them

in 1789, Mme, de Genlis thus described the man who

was to become one of her most hated aseoci- tea.

'C'est le seul homme quê j'aie vu= arriver du fond

de sa province avec un ton et des manières qui

n'auraient jamais été déplacés dans le grand monde/
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monfe et a la cour.'*-' Distinguished as an

intellectual of the Enlightenment, and a regular

visitor to the salons of the parlementaires of

Toulouse, Barère developed a sophistication and

social grace more applicable to the noblesse of

the Ancien Regime than revolutionary Paris»

In 1785 Barerwe agreed to marry, at the

instigation of his uncle, a daughter of one of the

local aristocratic families. Launay begins his biography

with a criticism of the marriage, which he describes

as disastrous, and blames Barère for allowing

himself to be coerced into a union which was doomed

to failure and unhappiness from the beginning. It

is true that they were not ideally matched couple

but it is unlikely that the account given by Barère

himself in his 'Melancholy Pages* is an accurate

portrayal of his feelings A the time of the wedding.

'Une profonde tristesse me serrait le cœur,' he claims;

tears streamed down his face during the ceremony and

only his mother knew of the agony he was suffering»

It is more probable that he controlled what mis¬

givings he had, for the marriage was a social

success, and of great advantage to the ambitious/
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ambitious lawyer of thirty. It is true that his

new wife wr-o not in all ways ideal, for she was

only twelve years of age and brought little to her

husband but her title; but as a member of the

impoverished noble family of de fonde of

Vic-en-Bigorre she represented the true nobility,

in fact thc3e who passed the requirements,

stipulated by the decree of 1760, for recognition

s feudal nobility and for presentation at court.

The de Monde family were not of the court circle

by any means, they were far too impoverished, but

branches of the family, very distant relations,

included the Chevaliers de 3&int-Loui3 end the

illustrious Prince-Rohan-Rochefort, who lue to his

disgrace at court found time to be present at the

wedding. Apart from the very considerable social

prestige gained from the alliance, Earère gained

little from the marriage, whereas the de Monde

family in general and Elisabeth in particular

reaped considerable financial gains fro: the

settlement made by Barere's over-genercus family.

In his ' ;empires Barere merely mentions his wife/
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wife "briefly and if with a certain endearment, yet

without real warmth. jhe grew away from her

husband during the long periods of 3eparatio ,

an ; refused to communicate with him during the

Terror, having been bitterly upset .hen she heard

that he had voted for the death of the King. She

never forg-ve him for that, and remained until her

deathy an enemy of the devolution, and a total

stranger to her husband.

Except for a few months after his

marriage, the year3 after leaving the Law School,

before . oing to Paris, were spent in Toulouse,

e worked hard, framing schemes for assisting the

•oc , fighting for victims of prejudice or poverty,

and above all writing. His political opinions

developed slowly and appear to have been

influenced by the exigencies or the debates of the

moment. Thus he could throw the same enthusiasm

and conviction into a eulogy of Lefrance de

Ho opignon, Hontesquieu or Rousseau, He elaborated

a scheme for a charita" le society, to be comprised

of twenty-five ol er barristers and thirty young/
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young lawyers• which ould hear cases of the poor

free of charge. It was adopted, and under its

auspices he fought the case of a persecuted

iroteatant living in Vivarais, who had suffered

the loss of his inheritance due to his Huguenot

sympathies. Barere won for his client t e

recognition of hi3 rights and part of the

inheritance wa3 restored to him.

His first attempt to gain recognition in

the Académies came in in 1782. He entered for the

prize presented by the Académie des Ae.ut -'loraux

of Toulouse, The discourse he presented,
✓

v

entitled, '^loge de Louis .ill, surnommé le Tore du

Peuple*, did not gain him a aiize, and under¬

standably 30. It was a scholarly essay, but

loc ed conviction and was unoriginal and

traditionalist in its argument, yet it is

important in ny assessment of Barere since it

does give some idea of his view at that time on

onarchieel government. He puts forw rd the

argument that the king h-uld be the Bather of the

eople and in this disagrees with the prevailing/
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prevailing Philoso phe view expressed by Voltaire

that the monarch should be despotic but enlightened

and above all benevolent toward his people.

Oarere had only recently read îachiavelli, and his

ideal monarch seems to fall mid-way between a

Machiavellian Prince and a Joseph II of Austria.

At the same tine his accent on the paternal nature

of the monarch is qualified by a feeling for the

grandeur of the state of monarchy. 'Good kings
17

inspire idolatry', he says, and he is far from

satisfied with the idea that 'the King should be

only the Virst Citizen of a free people'. It is

perhaps a view he secretly held throughout the

.(evolution, and hi3 fierce condemnation of Louis

LVI was due to the fact that he fell short of this

image and failed to inspire the respect > n ! awe

due to a monarch,

Having failed in this attempt to gain a

prize, his next attempt in the following year was

more successful, and the subject probably nearer

his heart. The 'Lloge de Jean-Baptiste Purgole,

Avocat du Parlement de Toulouse, (1690-1761)',/
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(1690-1761)', praised the famous barrister, but

provided the opportunity for bin to mob'- a direct

attack on privilege. The opinions of Furpole
•• ith respect to the 'tyrannical maxims of feudal

anarchy', were su ileroentei by his own support of

a more egalitarian political policy. The soay

was published and appealed to the magistrate s who

re his judges. It was a more comoetent> ork,

since Barere was on his home giound when dealing

with aspects of Roman law and appealing for

recognition of a man'3 talent rather than his

genealogical qualification for office. Tt v;as

just as well foi his reputation among the savants

of Toulouse that the essay he had written

irnme ! lately prior to the 'Eloge de furgole' was

not published. This was the first of many
18

written attacks he made upon England. hat began

3 a statement of physiocratic thought and ideals

became nothing more than a veiled attack on

ranee's only riv-1 in the fiel" of commerce,

'he essay was entitled 'Vhether Navigation Ha3

roved Useful or Injuiious to Ten' , but it became/
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became a hysterical condemnation of Britain's

Navigation Act3 and her exploitation of the

American Colonies. It is interesting to compare

his sentiments on free trade and international

commerce as expressed in thi3 essay with those

revealed in his speech supporting the Navigation

Act of September 21st 1793. Ilia anglophobia

remains consistent in both, but in 1783 he

declares that a navigation policy on the lines of

that of England would bring about political

breakdown of the state which passed such a policy,

and he calls upon the reader to witness the

collasse of Britain. On the other hand by 1793
19

Carthage still had to be destroyed, and it was to

enforce the collapse of Britain that France had to

pass her own Navigation Act. In 1783 he attacks

any policy which restricted trade or encouraged

tyranny, (he uses Venice as an example in the
20

essay, but he means Britain), in 1793 he spends

over an hour persuading the Convention that no

conrnodities should be imported into France unless

they be carried in French ship3, and no foreign/
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foreign vessels may carry goods from one French

port to another. In this, as in other political

ideologies, Parère could present the same

arguments for opposing issues. His ha3ic tenets

may change, but not his more abstract prejudices.

After his presentation of an essay on

Pierre Séguier, (1588-1672) for the prize offered

by the Académie jte" des Belles-lettres de Aontauban

in 1784, Parère's reputation as an Academician -was

secure. He won a prize for the Lloge, which

proved to be a condemnation of Richelieu and a

defence of the Parlements, The subject, Seguier

himself, gave him some difficulty, but he merely

used this regular turncoat as an instrument with

which he could hammer political and religious

persecution, and wars of aggression. He was not

to recognise in this Chancellor of France

weaknesses of character for which he himself would

be condemned. There was a great similarity in

the volte-face effected by the old President of

the Parlement of Paris after his promotion to

Chancellor under Richelieu in 1633, and in/
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in fiàrère'3 own lightning changes of political

colour during the course of the Revolution. But

the essayist did his subject more than justice

when praising him for hi3 erudition and skill as a

jurist, and he saved his own reputation in the

eyes of the Parlementaires by portraying Séguier

as the 'implacable enemy of ministerial depotism*.

His '-loge de Georges d'Amboio, Cardinal

Archevêque de Rouen et ini3tre da Louis LU J was

weak by comparison with the iéguier discourse,
s

but a fitting sequel to his'Lloge de Louis All',

In it he made a veiled attack on the fiscal policy

of Calonne, insinuating that d'Ambois' policy of

setting finances in order, reducing taxation, and

encouraging internal trade and agriculture was

preferable to a deficit policy based on 'offensive

indifference which permits abuses to accumulate'.

The attack becomes less veiled as it proceeds, in

fact his views on the existing economic policy of

the country were so blatantly exposed that the

jury failed to allow him to publish it,let alone

win a prize./
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prize.

During the period prior to his marriage,

Barère spent a great deal of his spare time in the

comnany of his friend Taverne, a fellow lawyer.

Le must have been extremely dedicated to le-.rning,

and worked extremely hard, even in hose carefree

days, for he speaks of evenings in which the two

'made extracts' from Tacitus, ontesquieu,

Beccaria, lachiavelli and Brancis Bacon. These

are the names he specifically mentions, but he

must have been familiar vith most of the writers

of the ,nli"htenracnt, although he says that

literature and philosophy, as well as politics,

were mere pastimes, and that it was law that was

his first and last love and to which he devoted

most of his energy. He did not become consumed

by any one ideal during these years, as

obespierre did vith his vision of the vepublic

of Virtue based on the Social Contract. Barere

» ^ '

read Housseau in detail, but preferred -..mile and

'Le "Nouvelle iélo'isel He displays a freshness and

genuine eagerness for learning, untainted by/
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by bitterness or bigotry during these years. In

1782 he had gone on a walking tour in the _yrenees

and had come cross a tablet bearing the inscription,

10 N'T IBUS BICAVIT G A , 'AR, which he was sure proved

that Julius Caesar had visited that part of the

yranees. He presented a paper on the subject,

in defiance of popular belief which was against the

assumption, to the Academic des Sciences,

Inscriptions et ^lle3-hettres. He did not

convince the members, but the account in his

empires of his delight over this find and his

enthusiasm for scholarship in any form cannot He

feigned. He had in fact a genuine love and

respect for learning, and for this deserved the

recognition he got from the academies.

His'floge de Jean-Jacques Rousseau'which
won him third prize and election to the Academy of

floral Games of Toulouse, drew from the President

of the cademy the prediction that, •This young

lawyer will go far', but it was accompanied by the

warning, ' '.hat a pity that he has already sucked

the impure milk of modern philosophy! Mark my/
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p*l
my words, this lawyer is a dangerous man! * Such

a warning may well have been interpreted as

praise by Barere, but seems too severe a

judgement on his rather eclectic political

philosophy of that time. The Defense of the

plebeian democrat of Geneva had been preceded

only a few months before by an 'Eloge de Jean-

Jacques La Prance de Pompeignon', the conservative

aristocratie satirist whose attack on Voltaire

embodied a general ridicule of the philosophes

and enc.yc lo pedi s "be. It was all the same possible

for Barere to present his eulogy of Rousseau, which

showed scant knowledge of (and less understanding

of the principles of) the Social Contract, and hie

stilted praise of Pompeignon, while still

delivering a speech to the Academy of Floral Games

on the Benefits of Philosophy. It is therefore

impossible to observe Barere's political credo
y

in the Éloges.

His last attempt at a dissertation

proved to be his beat. In 1788 he presented an

Éloge on Montesquieu to the Academy of Bordeaux./
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cordeaux. This shows an unreserved n !• iration

for the'Esprit des ^ois,' and for the philosopher"

himself, and falls short of a panegyric only on

the oint of a criticism of I-ontesquieu's n lo¬

an in. His attack on ontesquieu's praise of the

n lish parliamentary system is reserved, but his

atred of all things British shines throu? h.

. arère's own view on the nglish political system

is more fully exponded in his introduction to the

first edition of oint du Jour, which come out in

1789, but the sentiments on this particular issue

had not changed. 'Il faut louer beaucoup les

anglais, mais il faut craindre de les louer trop.

admiration qu'ils ont inspirée a été très utile

a l'Europe... .Ce qui a le plu3 étonné Hontcoquieu

dans leur constitution est précisément ce q 'il
22

ne faut pas en imiter.' Barere sav; the two-pm ty

system and the bi-cameral parliament as a threat

to the unity of men within the society, and

inimical to social equality. Besoite his

criticism he won the prize, and his days of

collecting Academic laurels came to an end./
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end. Before leaving Toulouse, how ver, his final

triumph was crowned by hi3 being accepted into the

Bodge of the Grand/ Orient of Toulouse, an

£ncyclooedic lasonic ^odgej its reputation - a so

well established that Barere'o membership

provided him with the passport to the most

important meeting houses of the capital.

At this point in his career he was

called upon to make a moot opportune visit to Paris

on account of ©. law-suit over his father's rights

to feudal dues in Vieuzac. The case was settled

by his father's death while he was away, but he

could not have wished for a better moment to visit

the capital. He arrived in Paris in May, 1788,

It was his first visit, but since we can trust

,e de Genlis' picture of the provincial la yer,

he wr3 not in the least overawed. The ections

of the demo ires dealing with this period have

is; ppenred, so the only available accounts of his

impressions (at this time) consist of sporadic

entries in his diary and the short article, '^,e5

Berniexs Jours de . ris sous 1' .ncien Régime'./
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it is probably more trustworthy than his emoire3

would have been. Inexperienced in the fiel! of

politics, he watched events carefully, and during

his nine months' stay his views were slowly adapted

to the changing climate of opinion. He was just

the sort of nan to fit in well in Parisian Society

on the eve of the revolution. He professed

sufficient superificial democratic principles to

give him entree into the more lively political

circles, and sufficient aplomb to male him shine

in the salons. His membership of the Grande

Orient LoIge in Toulouse gave him admission to

such political clubs as the Cercle hocici of

ajchefs, and the ..mis des loirs. He entered the

Grleanist Circle on the strength of hi wife's

distant connection with the family, and met

irabeau, Condorcet and La Fayette, one of the

mo3t popular men in Paris at the time. Also he

encountered the lameth brothers, Brissot and

-étion, but he gives no first impressions of his

future Girondin associates./
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associates.

The main debate with himself during his

stay in Paris «M over the râle of the monarch

and its form. He fluctuates violently in his

opinion of Louis himself...'Here I am,' he says,

one minute, 'croud as a peacock. I have just seen

the King of the most ancient monarchy of Burope in
23

is palace.' Then his first impression...' Le

looked festive, he has a handsome face, open and

noble, eyes cast down. But Brienne looked more
24

like the ling should look.' Considering his early

opinions that the i ing should emanate grandeur

and power, one feels a little 3orry for arère,

that he was 30 badly disillusioned. ofere seeing

-.ouis he had ritten, ' eviews of military forces

by king3 form imposing s-ectacles; the drums and

the bands strike sonorously on the ear, the arms

glitter, and the imposing uniforms fascinate the

eye; while the idea of royalty inflames the
25

imagination,* This was the fairytale ima e; the

actual one was bitterly disappointing for him:

'I saw the Ping with pie-sure, because I feel that/
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that all frenchmen like their sovereign; that is

our own special patriotism. I 3aw, however, that
26

He was despised.' From th??t it is hut a short

step to the final disillusionment: 'The ing was

bout five feet five. His physical structure was

large and common looking, presenting an apr-e •••ranee

of far stronger health th- n his pale face. He

had pale blue eyes without the slightest

expression, and a loud laugh hich savoured of

imbecility. He was short-sighted, his carriare

was most aw vard, and his -hole appearance was
27

that of a badly brought up rustic.' Yet despite

all t is, Barère believed him to have a clear

jui ement and to desire the best for his people.

1 think that of all the evolutionaries, "ith the

exception of .irabeau, Barère understood Louis

most clearly, and saw in him a good yet

ineffectual man, but a weal, and therefore

dangerous king.

He had arrived in Faris at the moment

w- en .iamoignon had persuaded Louis to el et a new

plenary court to register the edicts which would/
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would in fret suspend the parlements and replace

them with .'orty-seven ne'.', courts, whose business

it woull be to register the edicts of Brienne

concerning the taxation reforms and the loan

necessary to stabilise the nation's economy.

Bnrère joined in the general indignation over

la.moignon' s seemingly high-handed action; and

coupled ith his 11 ail usionnent ov r the " ing's

appearance he decries the state of monarchy in

general. 'Let others boast of warrior-kin-s ;

a3 for me, I hate them. The misfortunes of

humanity extort only tears and cries of terror
23

from roe.' This is, however, the invective of

anger but it is not conviction. Tn a short time

he decided that nevertheless, 'All we need is a

firm prince of genius or character, with a true

love for his people.' He was to hold this view

to the end of the Constituent Assembly, and, one

suspects^- that it was the form of government he

would have preferred.

Like Paris itself, he was confused over

the role of the Parlements, "or so long he had/
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had been an ardent supnorter of the magistrates

and had seen them as defenders of liberty. After

the Paris Parlement had been exiled to Troyes for

refusing to register Brienne's edicts, they

increased their popularity in the eyes of the

nation in general by their demand that the

.states-General should be summoned. In May 1788

Barère was still one of their supporters and

accused Lamoignon and Brienne of ministerial

despotism; but gradually he became aware of the

true nature of the Parlementaires' opposition to

the edicts, and his attitude towards them changed.

Hearing reports from the provinces of so called

'people's Revolts' stirred up by the noblesse and

the parlementaires, Barère became suspicious.

♦We must fear the aristocracy above all others.
P.9

The judicial power is the obstacle to all reforms,'

he said when he realised that, far from standing

up for the rights of the people, the parlementaires

were effectively blocking ministerial attempts

to solve the economic crisis by equalising

taxation, a move which Barère had hinted at three/
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three years before. By the time the Kincj had
realised that there was no alternative but to

summon the estates-General and had issued the

edict on 8th August, and Brienne and Lamoignon had

resigned, Barère saw the era of the larlements

coming to an end without regret. 'Soon the

Parlements will be no more. It (the Third

estate) owes the (Convocation of) the Estates-

General to the Parlement, but the former must
30

strip it of it^s power.'

Barère had vacillated in his opinion of

Brienne, but his final judgement of him i3 sound:

'An administrator full of v. it but lacking in tact

ahd ability, practising a versatile despotism

rather than absolute power, having liberal viev.s

in his proposals but never carrying them out, M.

de Brienne knew neither how to bend to public

opinions, listen to public needs, nor foroee the
31

dangers of the future*. If, however, he was

stringent in his criticism of Brienne he was

scathing in his condemnation of Necker. Barère

was not one of the many aspiring reformers who saw/
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saw in Necker the answer to all ills. He could

never understand the wild public adulation of the

Swiss hanker during the summer of 1789, Y/hether

it was partly due to his xenophobia, or entirely

to his keen perception of individual ability, is

hard to decide, but he was in advance of his time

in seeing Necker's limitations. He saw him at

first as the 'crafty agent of despotism', then for

a brief space he referred to him as the 'virtuous
32

Minister' after Necker had succeeded in doubling

the Third Mstate, but thi3 was only a temporary

reversal of opinion.

By November 1788 he had formed the views

of a cautious molerate, anxious for reform,

opposed to privilege. During the Second Assembly

of Notables he wrote of his fears of popular

enthusiasm and too radical reform, and thi3 goes

far to show that in the sphere of revolutionary

thinking he was a very new and insignificant

light, 'If we allowed liberty, equality and

reason to prevail we should be doing too much at

one time. Prudence counsels us to use this/
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this Assembly first to obtain a little improvement

for the people, for experience teaches us to do

not that which we sh :uld like but that hich we

33
can...' The fact was that neither Barere nor

France had had any experience in real reform, or

in a national participation in politics, but he

3hows some understanding of the urgency and of the

potency of the climate of opinion in the winter

of 1788-89. 'I ask only,' he writes in his diary,

'that the assembly of the nation be moderate in

the demands that it will make. It is up to the
34

strongest not to win support by violence.'

It was not an eager, budding

■evolutionary who made his way back to Tarbes in

January 1789. Ile hoped for a chance to represent

the Third .<3tate at the forthcoming elections, but

e have no idea whether he felt confident that Vie

would be chosen, since he affects polite surprise

at the result in his émoi res. _aunay suggests,

rather caustically, that had events not

precipitated him into an active political life in

Paris, he would have been happy to have stayed in/
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in the dileétantte world of Academy members, being

praised for bad script and applauded for bad

dissertations. Cn the eve of his departure for

:aris in 1789, 'from which moment,' he laments in

His elancholy Pages, 'my career became as

unheppy as my youth had been happy* , he was a,

successful lawyer, 'Un homme de toutes les salons,
35

de toutes leg academies'. He would have been one

of the last to admit that before the great

bourgeois grievance of inequality could effectively

be removed the whole quasi-feudal structure of

French society would have to be destroyed. Hi3

views were moderate and humanitarian, and they

lacked the depth of vision of "lirabeau's, the

passion and conviction of Robespierre's. Far

from being a potential revolutionary in character

and inclination, he epitomised the upper

bourgeoisie of the last phas of the Ancien Régime.

It was an exaggeration to think of him as

'dangerous'. He was not to shape the Revolution,

but to y îeld to it, as he had yielded to the

Conservative atmosphere of Toulouse. He lacked/
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lacked the brilliance to direct the course of

the Revolution, but he became sufficiently-

practised in the art of politics to remain useful

to those who did. He himself admitted, as Garnot

reminds us, that he was aware of this factself:
36

'I did not shape my age, I obeyed it?.
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Barère returned to Tarbes as the

preliminary ordinance from the Seneschal Court of

.bigorre summoned the 288 local communities to elect

their delegate for the General Assembly of

Electors. Barère was in a strong position? his

recent visit to Paris had caused a. 3tir among the

local people, as visits to the Capitol, even among

the rore prominent citizens, were rare in that

insular community. The impression that he was

'in touch' wit the outside ■ orld coupled ith his

personal prestige and reputation as a brilliant

orator, liberol minded .jurist and scholar of note,

s sufficient to get him elected to the • c ndary

•soembly. He was one of twelve delegate• 'or

arbes, and presented hi self, despite his noble

connections, as a candidate for the Third .3tate.

Thi3 ove caused a minor 3tir among the el ctora,

an' a certain amount of opposition from te people

themselves. With his mind on the recent trends

of thought in Paris, and in an attempt to make

good his position, Barère suggested, (In his

Mémoires he says he was the first to lo so,) the /
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the abolition of feudal rights and tithes. Far

from ameliorating his position.it merely caused

the murmurs of disapproval to increase. For as

he hi self held the rights to property in nolo des

an '! Vieuzac m i as far as Preohac an 1 uzouf,

they were auspicious of giving the proprietor of
• dal dues a mandate to abolish the . However

his reputation and the lack of any really

convincing opposition on him the day. e was

elected as one of the t' o deputies for the "f,hird

Istate for the Plain, of Bigorre, This w-,3 to

distinguish this cart of the Pyrenees fro the

Valletta and the Hills, and provided a coincidental

parallel with the political territory he vr to

occupy during his office as Deputy in the ational

ssembly.

His fellow-deputies, of whom he fully

approved, were lier e Dupont de Luz, his companion

for the Third Estate, Jacques Divière, deputy for

the clergy, a liberal of whom Barere was

partie ;larly fond, and 'ranqois de Gonnes,

representing the nobility. He was a local/
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local nobleman, who lived on his estates as

opposed to Paris, and hated the court aristocracy.

These four were fairly typical of the deputies

arrivi g in ?■ ris from the provinces. liberal,

non-extremist, most of them hr • almost composed

the:selves the Gahiers de Doléances they carried

with them. There was a parity among the

grievances voiced in them which suggested a

manimity of opinion in the country © to the type

of refor wanted. Taxing the ?88 separate cahiers

composed by the people of the Bigorre districts,

"Parère had shaped the final -1 c^nxin company

ith the specially commissioned magistrates, so

th- t they reflected much of his own egalitarian

thought. The gist of the cahier was that all

'humiliating distinction' between the Third

-state and the privileged orders be done away

with. That there should be periodic meetings

of the 'Assembled Nation', and only at such

meetings should any new tax be voted, when the

.states General were assembled to verify the

National Bebt. ^quality of taxation mu t be/
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be imposed together with equality of opportunity

in the Church and the Army, and there should be a

check made on all ministerial expenditure. The

more hated abuses of arbitrary power such as

lettrès de cachet and indiscriminate exvmin tion

of private rail were to be unconditionally removed,

an 1 the rights to private property, individual

libeity and personal security to be irrevocably

secured. There i3 no hint in the stipulation of

the cahier or in the preamble of a lesire for a

radical change in governmental for™. In fact the

Introduction, which w-s Ba.rère's own ■ or' , shows a

confi 'fence that 'the Asse bled dation, in its

loderation an" dignity, vill enable it to profit

from the national an" political advantages ich

the virtuous and enlightened minister (decker) has

just assured it in joint action with the mo3t
1

popular of monarcho.' There was no question in

Barère's mind when he went to Versailles that there

should be any other head of the executive but the

King. The desires of his constituents ere for

an extension of local democracy, a rearranging of/
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of the local Astates, and for a g neral policy of

decentralisation, and there is no indication that

3arère disagreed with this programme in 1789#

c lieve I ir 'The sacred rights of the individual

and the supremacy of the General ill and the
2

authority of the National Assembly'.

The four deputies arrived at Versailles

on . ■y 4th, just before the grand openin . Barère

stayed for the first few months in lodgings

belonging to the Comte d'Artoi3 opposite the Jalle

des henu3 ilai3irs. Mme.de Genlis provided

another description of him on his first arrival,

'Il était jeune, jouissait d'une très bonne

réputation, joignait a beaucoup d'esprit, un

caractère insinuant, un extérieur agréable et des
3

anières à la fois nobles, douces et réservées...'

île was charming, impressionable end very conscious

of" the fact that he was one of the actor3 in the

most momentous political drama of hi3 age. In

his recollections he < ives the impression of being

very conscious of his youth. 'I was very young,'

he sa 3, 'to form part of the finest assembly ever/
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ever held In France, so I set myself to listen
4

and observe.' This may be ^n excuse provided by

hindsight for his reticence during the first weeks,

for there was nothing remarkable about Barère's

- re, he we s thirty-four. J. if, Thompson re-arks

upon the youth of the members of the le islntive

"ssembly, and upon examination of the three

evolutionary Assemblies, the average age o" the

de uties was not much over thirty-eight.

There is scant reference in the e.oires

to the weeks between the opening of the stotes-

eneral and the 7;roel«retion of the national

.'.ssembly on June 17th. The first edition of the

oi'-t du Jour was not oubli shed until June 19 th,

and unlike irabeau Vie did not send daily lletins

to his constituency. After the itate opening

his only reference is to the ing...'The ing was

• lone with his deficit ond his Chancellor of the

xche-uer, end an apparent desire to put an end to
5

the ills of France»' He was immediately attracted

by Mirabeau and Bailltfy» 'I made,' he says,

'every effort to m-ke the acquaintance of the/
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the illustrious deputies, my youth and admiration
6

for talent were my only claims to t eir notice.'

e di l not speak in the Assembly until the 15th

of June, when he replied to the motion Of :ieyes
/

that the Third estate constitute itself an the

Assembly of Known Representatives of the drench

"ation as the other two orders had refused to

verify their powers in the presence of all the

representatives. 'Although one of the youngest

deputies, I ventured to speak and was much encouraged

c use I dwelt on the i-estion of hov to constitute
7

a ational Assembly'. The first edition of

oi it do Jour begins with an account of the

struggle over the verification of powers and the

adoption of the title of Rational Assembly. In

the journal he gives a summary of his speech

calling the members of Third Estate to regenerate

the nation, to establish, not uphold a constitution,

lie pleads with them to begin again the history of

t e .^st tes-General. ith reference to Turgot he

decl res that the rights of man are not founded on

the annals of history but in the nature of man./
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nan. There is sone indication, however, that his

lawyer's mind was troubled by the arrogation of

the title and authority vested in the st tes as a

•hole by the Commons alone. He realise1, that some

assertion of authority by the Third Lstate was

necessary to break the stranglehold of the irst

nd Second, on the government of the country.

'This solemn deliberation of the Commons spared

Trance a dissolution and checkmated at one blow

the wretched greed of the clergy and the arrogant
8

attitude of the nobility.' He excused the

illegality of the assembly's decree concerning

taxation by saying, 'There are times v.r: n we must

momentarily violate general laws in the interests
9

of public security.' These sentiments he was to

repeat in very similar words during the massacres

of Lyons in Jecember 1793. On the question of

the title itself, Parère suggested a rather long-

winded, pedantic version of oieye's' original

proposal, - Great Lajority Party of the French

ation within the national Assembly.- However,

after the debate, he finally voted in favour of/
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National Assembly. 'Le silence profond qui

régnait dans toute l'assemblée animait le

grandeur de l'objet dont on était occupé,* 10 he

reports in Point du Jour. His own account in the

journal gives some indication of how he himself

was moved by the occasion, despite his doubt» over

the legal niceties.

In David's picture commemorating the

Tennis Court Oath, Barère is portrayed sitting on

a stool, pen poised over a scroll, presumably

committing the seen® to paper for the Point du Jour.

This journal, which provided a day to day account

of the workings of the Assembly from June 19th

1789 to October 11th 17S1» was the joint work of

Barère and a fellow-journalist from Tarbes,

Domeniqus Domerville. Robert Launay claims that

Domerville did most of the work,11 and certainly

the majority of the reports seem to be his. There

is a definite distinction between the style of

reporting of the most outstanding events, which is

flamboyant and interspersed with comment, and the/
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the day-to-day routine accounts which are clipped

and factual. Leon Gershoy asserts that the

journal was popular, bringing in about 3, COO livres
12

a month, but Launay clairs that its appeal was

limited to the 'aristocratique' circles, such as
13

tie /aiois club and the Crléanist faction. Its

limited circul tion he attributes to its veiled

criticism of the left v.ing faction of the Assembly,

and he states that it was spurned by the Jacobin

club. His censure against the mode of reporting

is too severe, for its main ai a appears to have

been to support the .orking of the Assembly as a

whole, and any overt criticism of any one faction

is absent throughout. He was accused, lots in

1739, by a journalist from Jigorre,of sp nling more

ti e on reporting events then helping to shaoe
14

them, .Thether this was the same journalist v.ho

as to accuse him of inaccurate reporting of the

ease and War debate in 1790 is not known, for

both letters are unsigned, but if so, the attack

is unjustified and springs probably from

Professional jealousy,/
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jealousy.

After the events of 20th June, which

culminated in the Tennis Court resolution, Parère

shov.s increasing, mistrust of the King in all his

reports and letters. In the Preamble to the

Point du Jour he attacks the very sentiments he

himself had expressed the previous year. He

claims that the idolatry which had attended the

concept of Trench onarchy was strangling freedom

of thought and individual expression. He states

that the image of the King as "being God of gods in

his te pie of Versailles has become anathema to

the rench people. He says of the discourse

which followed the King's order to the three

estates after the oyal Cession of 23rd June, 'On

y a reconnu le stile adopte depuis long-temps par

les roi3, un stile ;ui s'oppose, poux conserver la

dignité du trône,à 1'épanchement du coeur dans le

sein "e3 peuples, qui concentre la 3ensi ilité dans

l'âme du monarque, pour faire parler au naître ;

qui substitue la gravité au sentiment, 1'affection

de la sévérité à la douceur du caractère, le ton /
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ton impérieux lu despote au langage de l'a our
15

qu'un roi doit avoir pour ses peuples.' hether

is fluctuating d ubts concerning th< position of

the ing ere influenced by his own impressions

or by anti-rcyalist reports and feeling within the

sse bly i3 hard to judge. He gives an account

in his démoires of some 'unknown facts' relating

to the king's attitude to the situation in June

1789 after the iioyal Session. He gives no

indication, however, 'hether these were 'unknown'

to him at the time, or vhen his informant, one of

the king's bodyguards, gave him the Infor •tion.

He states that after the King had left the session,

: tois approached him saying that the deputies

oi the Commons refused to leave and that they

deserved to be cut down with the sabres of the

bodyguards. The ing refused to reply to Artois

and ordered the coach an to drive immediately to

the Castle. Artois apparently insisted teat the

order be given immediately for the Third estate to

be 'cut down' or all would be lost. Houi3,

losing his temper replied, 'Go and do it yourselfi'/
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yourself!' Finally after Artois' further

insistence that the order must come from the King,

he cried, 'Go to the devil!' and then, 'To the

Castle! - The Castle!' He left Artois 3t-nling,
16

ineffectually watching the coach lisapnear. If

t :is story is true, n:l parère knew of it before

jaly, it may account for his periodic statements

of doubt coneernin, the strength of the Ki g, but

also in support of Louis' goodwill toward the

aeople. In a conversation he held with ounier

during July, shortly after the fall of the

. stille, he stated pi inly that although France

was 'in mid ocean, without sails, without helm,

and without ballast, she could only ever be a

constitutional monarchy,' for this was the only

form of government she understood and would accept.

The dismissal of Necker on July 11th

did not move Sarère to fury as it did the people

of Paris. Nor did he see in thi3 act the casus

belli for the Jtorming of the bastille. Ile had

never really trusted Nee er's ability, despite

his brief praise for him in the preamble to the/
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the Rigorre cahier. In the supplement to the

Point du Jour for July he inserted an article

entitled, 'A Patriot', unsigned, as were all his

reports, but very definitely his own work. It is

a sarcastic attack in which he hails Hecker as a

modern Sully who has visions of reshaping France

but does nothing about actually doing so. He

states that although he invoked the Hstates-General

for his own purpose he could do nothing to hold

back the tide which was inevitably to sweep away

the foundation of the old state. 'Hâte-toi

d'arriver au milieu de nous, âge tutélaire de la

France! que ta présence desirée vienne enfin

calmer nos terreurs,nous rendre â l'espoir,
recréer notre crédit expirant et déformer nos

haines sanguinairesj C'est ton Roi, c'est

l'auguste assemblée que tu convoques, c'est la

France entière qui t'en pressent,qui t'en

conjurent et oui attendent ce sacrifice, digne de
17

ta gloire et de ta vertu.' Realising that

Necker's dismissal,far from being the root cause

of the popular uprising of the 14th, was merely/
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merely the apark which set alight the fire of

unrest caused "by the scarcity of food in the

capital, Barère was one of the first deputies in

the Assembly to actually blame monopolists for

witholding supplies until near-famine conditions

prevailed, and then selling at a higher price than

the vast majority of the population could afford.

He declared on July 4th that there was no real

shortage of grain, but that the hoarders were

preventing the free distribution of basic

commodities, and that they were the cause of the

famine which paralysed Paris in 1^89. He

pleaded with the Assembly, *11 faut donner du pain

au peuple avant de lui donner des loix.' He

proposed that a commission be established to

examine the means of dispersing grain, a motion of

which Robespierre was in full support. The

commission would be drawn from members of the

Assembly and due to the urgency of his plea, he

himself was appointed for the districts of Auoh

and Pau. He then began the arduous task of

sifting evidence and gleaning information from/
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from reluctant sources against the rising tide of

looting and "burning which was beginning in the

provinces in the summer of 1789,

It is difficult to understand why Barère

saw the 14th of July as being the real beginning of

the Revolution. It is as if he sees nothing

significant in any of the events prior to the

Storming of the Bastille. 'Thus the Revolution

was before 14th of July only conceived and

prepared for? it was the ma.terinl fact of the

unforeseen storming of the Bastille by the mob
18

which started and consecrated the Revolution,'

The lawyer in him must have realised that real

beginning of the Revolution wps marked by the

Broclamation of the National Assembly on June 17th,

which was challenged by the legal power in the

person of the King and the ministry, but which

endured to be consecrated by the Tennis Court Oath,

He always had, throughout the Revolution, a fear

of the mob and of popular violence. He supported

the declaration of Martial Law on October 21st

1789 and again in July 1791, He was continually/
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continually to refer to the threat posed by

la canaille and the section armies, during the

Terror. Yet he saw in the storming of the

Bastille the real turning of the tide. In his

mémoires he claims that the 14th of July drew

together all the sections of the population, the

people and the 'agents of despotism* and the

King's guards. He claims, 'The devolution was

not effected until July 14th, under the inspiration

of civil and political liberty and the strong arms

of the population of Paris and the French Guards.*

He also insinuates that much of the momentum for

the insurrection came from the area of Paris which

wa3 to become the Cordelier Section. It is

perhaps not so much the event itself which seemed

to him so significant as the atmosphere in the

Assembly and in the capital during the successive

days. Although he describes Paris as being 'no

better than chaos' during the days immediately

following, he does appear to believe that the

general effect of the news throughout France was

instantaneous and from that moment the Revolution/
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devolution "became a 'national Affair'» He rather

na'ively attributed, in hie report on the day in

the Point du Jour, the sentiments of those present

at Versailles to the mob of Paris and the

representatives at the Hôtel de Ville. 'Amid the

fear and the uncertainty, the public were only

reasured by the ideals and the courage of the
19

representatives and the good heart of the King.'

The fact that the heroes of the Bastille looked

more to their representatives of the electoral

assemblies, and the hastily formed Commune,than to

the rather remote representatives in Versailles

seems to have escaped Barére's notice when he

visited Paris on the 16th in company with the

deputies specially chosen to accompany the King,

He was also one of the deputies who went in person

to persuade the King on the 15th to withdraw his

troops from the vicinity of Paris and recall

Meeker. This last stipulation was not Barére's

idea of a solution to the problem, but he

acquiesced in the decision. Of the King's visit

to Pari3 on the 16th the accounts vary from the/
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the loyal account in the Point du Jour to the

highly critical description in the "émoires, which

has been affected by the events of the intervening

years. But it is also obvious from letters to

Bigorre, written at the tine, that Barère was

doubtful of the efficacy of royal intervention at

this, or any point in the Revolution, He is

enthusiastically pro-royalist in his description

of the King and Queen on the balcony of the Hôtel

de Ville, and the account of the reception of

the crowd to Louis on hi3 arrivai» 'Cette

explosion d'amour pour le roi, si naturel à des

français, a été tempérée ensuite bien difficilement
par les réflexions des meilleurs orateurs de

20
l'Assemblée,,,' but, as if anticipating the next

visit of the King to Parishe goes on to say, 'le

silence des peuples est la leçon des rois,' It
was as if Barère were measuring his own confidence

in the King by the confidence demonstrated by the

people throughout 1789 and 17S0, As the cheering

dies down, so does Barère's faith in the monarchy.

During the summer of 1789 Barère moved/
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moved from his temporary lodgings to Number 13,

Hue des Pilles de 3t. Thomas, near the IJctnège,

very close to the appartment3 of the Duke of

Orléans. He wa3 a member of the social circle of

the Orleans clique which was to be accused of

attachment to this faction after the Pamela affair.

He participated in the activities of the political

clubs such as Des Amis des Noirs, which still

functioned during the summer and autumn of 1789.

He joined the meeting of the recently-arrived,

garrulous Breton deputies in the café Araaury, and

after the Assembly moved to Paris in October he

was among the first members to take his seat in the

convent of 3t. Jacques in the Hue St. Honoré. île
was al3o among those who broke sway from the left-

wing club des Amis :ie Vérité and joined the 17S9

club of La Payette. But by the beginning of 1790

he had returned to the Jacobins. He was at the

meeting in the café Amaury on the night when the

suggestion was made that the Duc d'Aiguillon should

lead the field in a renunciation of privilege of

class and that it should be suggested in the/
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the Assembly that all feudal dues and services

should be redeemable by purchase, D*Aiguillon

■was forestalled in this noble gesture by the Due

de iicdilles, who had little property worth

surrendering but a good deal of enthusiasm for the

moment, Barère, however, puts forward a further

claim to originality. He states that it was he

who had suggested, on 3rd August, to Talleyrand,

iguillon, and Noailles that feudal rights should

be abolished, and that he himself would be willing

to surrender his own dues without compensation,

erhaps he was far-sighted enough to realise that

there would be little or no compensation

forthcoming, with the finances of the country in

such a turmoil, Barère's description of the

proceeding in the Assembly on the night of the

4th August is famous for the vivacity of the

account and for the impression he creates of

tension and expectancy associa.ted with this Night

of St. Bartholem.ew of Privilege, The report is

Barère's own, not Domerville's and is typical of

his most hyperbolic, rhetorical style, which he/
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he used on all momentous occasions. Nothing

can profane the patriotism of the French Nobility,

'Cette (journée) du 1U Juillet fut affreuse par le

complot qu'elle couvrît de son voile, Cette (journée)
du U Août sera à jamais mémorable par les bienfaits

qu'elle a fait éclore.' He recreates the atmosphere,

from Target's attempt at the beginning of the

session to enforce order in the provinces, through

the tedium of minor quibbles over constitutional

points to the thundering applause which greeted

Noailles' demand for complete equality of taxation

and the abolition of all feudal dues. 'Cette

assemblée, si politique, si morale, si profondément

occupée de déclarations métaphysiques, marche

subitement â des idées plus utiles, à des résultats

plus certains; elle parle d'abattre les
21

privilèges'. Thus he gives the impression that

the whole occasion was carried forward on a wave

of spontaneous enthusiasm. In his Mémoires he

gives a different account, and one probably nearer

the truth. There he claims that the whole

proceeding had been arranged in lobbies beforehand,/
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beforehand, and that the few really ardent supporters
of the measure won a speedy victory over those

y/ho wished to be more cautious and that once the

first renunciation had been made the others
22

followed as if under some compulsion from without.

He himself, in his Mémoires, rather testily

complains that whereas he gave everything, his

cost as magistrate, that of councillor in the

oénéehauflîée court of Bigorre and 12,000 francs'

worth of feudal dues, others surrendered little,

t the end of the Point du Jour account he

proclaims, 'Jamais les Français n'ont mieux suivi
cet esprit de. leur nation que dans cette fameuse

nuit ou les provinces et les ordres sont venus

tour a tour abattre leurs privilèges devnnt

l'espérance d'une constitution nationale,' Later

he made a specific request, probably bearing in

mind the triumphant court case of earlier years,

that the Order of Malta be disinherited. He

af(jued that this body was one of the most rigid
supporters of privilege within its ranks and in

its dealings with those not of the order. In his/
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his mémoires he makes scant reference to this

episode, and lays a much greater emphasis on the

chateaux-burning in the provinces. He implies

that the night of 4th August merely gave the

official seal to the de facto revolution of the

provinces.

Barère's attitude to the October Days

shows hov. unaware he was of the undercurrents of

the Devolution during the autumn and winter of

1789. He chose the very moment that the people

of Pari3 entered the Devolution as a positive

force to support the image of the ling, describing

him in the joint du Jour for October 6th, as 'the

most just, popular and adored monarch in liurope* •

It was the very moment that the mob was

demonstrating its own lack of trust and

resentment under the window of the Royal family.

It is doubtful whether Barere in fact wrote the

report on the march to Versailles, but in the

account appears the rhetorical question, 'ho

could really think that the capital would ever be

separated in wishes and interests from the majority/
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majority of the nation?* The reporter 3peaks

of the 'courageous citizens of Paris to -whom we

owe the two great revolutions which by a single
23

stroke destroyed aristocracy and despotism'.

hether he believed this statement, of dubious

veracity, or not, is hard to judge, but certainly

by the time he wrote his Mémoires he believed

very differently. 'It is for history to record

these deplorable scenes of violence and cruelty,'

he 3ays some thirty years after the fall of

iiobespierre. Then he declares, 'Paris is not

convenient for national assemblies? there exists

influences at once corrupting, chaotic and
25

calumnious.' an interesting comment in the light

of his later attitude towards federalism. He had

a suspicion of the power of Paris, as had most of

the deputies who came from the provinces far

removed from the capital, and it must have been

with mixed feelings that he saw the Assembly move

to Paris under pressure from the mob. He speaks

in his Mémoires of an interesting incident,

shedding a clear light on his real feelings at the/
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the time. He reports that on the 6th of October

he was one of the deputies who returned with the

- ing, 'I shared in this good work,' he says»

speaking of the action of the mob, 'But all the

time one of the King's bodyguards waa hidden in
25

ay lodging, away from the fury of the crowd.'

His main concern during the furore of the

October Days was for the success of the

Declaration of Right. Vhile the mob had been

gathering outside the windows of Versailles, prior

to their interruption of the debate in the

ssembly, Barere had been speaking in support of

the independent registering of the Declaration.

Despite his remarks on the goodwill of the ing,

and his solicitous attitude toward the Royal

Family during the journey to Paris, he had

expressed the view that the King's signature was

unnecessary on the Declaration of Pdghts as this

waa not a constitutional article. Such rights,

he claimed, dated back to the time before kings

and were independent of the throne. (pdj) It

was only necessary that the King publish, not /
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not decree. In this he had come into open

conflict with Mirabeau, for the first time. The .

latter claimed that the King was the sole head of

the executive and that in his capacity as head of

the body politic, he had both the right and the

obligation to decree the basic tenets of the

Constitution. Barère had already questioned the

right by which the King could oppose the

constitution,'which is to deny the liberty of his

people*. On the 2nd of October he had spoken in

the Assembly during the debate on relative merits

of a loan or increase of taxation, of the necessity

for an immediate discussion of the constitution

which would provide the basis for a 3et of laws

which would be respected and adhered to by the

people. After the debate he had remarked to

ounier, 'All depends on passing a Declaration of

ights,' and then concerning the form of government,

♦After the fall of the two orders it would be

imprudent to reinstate them by creating two

chambers as in England. It would entice them to

greater reaction.' According to his I-iemoires,/
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Mémoires. Cicé, who had been present durinp the

conversation, communicated his ideas and his urgent

appeal for a declaration of rights to the Constitutioal

Commit tea.*" He expressed hie anxiety concerning the

drafting of a constitution in Point du. Jour.*It is

time to males clear and 3ust laws,'he stated, 'and

to define all powers. * I>uring the autumn his faith in

the King's goodwill and desire to co-operate with

the Assembly was unshaken. He accused the ministry

of hindering the work of tho Assembly and of preventing

the King from giving his STipport to the deputies.

'Ce n'est plus le temps des oracles',2'' he angrily

déclaras in Point au Jour. He criticised Robert-Pierre

de Franche-Comte for his determination to relegate

the King to the position of a puppet. He supported

the concept expressed by Barnarv© that 'la personne

du roi et l'Assemblee Nationale sont inseparables.*

There is no question of his loyalty to the monarchy

at this time. Ha believed the King should be head of

the executive and should be respected both for his

position und his royal status. His/
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His comment after the King had been forced to

accept the Declaration of Rights is almost paternal

in tone, * La réponse de sa. life j esté a été analogue

ou voeu de 1'assemblée et au caractère connu de ce

bon roi, qui nfa jamais cessé d'aimer son oeuple,

et à qui l'histoire pv'dttribuera aucune des erreurs
29

de sa règne.* This loyalty to the monarch was to

remain firm from October 1739 until the ing's

ignominious return from Varennes.

On September 10th the Assembly rejected

the proposal for a Second Chamber. It is doubtful

whether Harère's own stand on thi3 issue h-d in

any way influenced the final debate, but he had

by that month made himself known among the

moderates who peered, slightly to the left or the

centre. On the subject of the Veto he is non¬

committal. He reported in joint du Jour after

the decision was taken to accept the duecc-sive-

;/eto of the King by 728 votes to 224, 'only time

and experience will show the wisdom of this
30

decree.' Despite Sarère's sympathy for .l-ouis at

this time he was more in agreement with the Left/
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Left Wing of the Assembly on this issue, not so

much because he was opposed to monarchical control

over the government but because he could see such

a power being used to paralyse the workings of the

Assembly,

During the autumn of 1789 and the early

part of 1790 he was involved with two of the main

committees of the Assembly, Elected in ovember

1789 as a member of the Comité de Lettres de

Cachet/, with Mirabeau, the Marquis de Castellan

•;nd ... 'rétdan, he?like his fellow coramittee-
meraber/, felt specially qualified to deal v*ith

ouch business. In fact he states that Mirabeau

did very little work within the committee, while

he himself and the other two dealt in great detail

with reports on all the prisons in Prance, and in

examining the individual cases of all persons

incarcerated as a result of a lettre de cachet.

One of the most outstanding oases which he laid

before the Assembly in his report in December,

dealt with the Con/te de Ctequ.1, who had been

imprisoned by arrangement with his family in a/
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a castle at Stettin which was under the

jurisdiction of the Prussians. Barère was

particularly indignant over this case, as he was

forced to examine the possibilities of other

renchmen imprisoned in fortresses owned by another

European nation. His report is full of the most

detailed accounts of the prisoners in the Bastille,

although he did not have much 'living evidence' to
31

corroborate his account.

The most important work he did for the

Constituent Assembly was in connection with the

Comité des Domaines. His final report for this

committee was not presented until May 1791, and

then he was again challenged in connection with

this during the Iron Chest debate in November

1792. He worked hard on the reports for the

committee, which dealt with all woodland and open

country which had been held by the King or the

local seigneurs under les droits de chnone, end

had thus become devastated and useless. He

pointed out in his first report in December 1789,

how much land was being wasted which could be used/
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used for the cultivation of timber and for

expérimental agriculture» His physiocrat!c views

shine through this report as he urged the Assembly

to make immediate arrangements for the land to be

taken over by the itate for industrial purposes»

Vet this view conflicted sharply -ith his o raonal

i^ess concerning the sanctity of property and he

spent many hours determining to -whet ext..-t the

sequestered property really belonged to the

nobility and how much of it had been acquired for

hunting aImply because it bordered on the local

est: t'-3. A special request was put to him frera

the flag, on the recommendation of Artois, that he

persuade the Assembly to preserve the : inr* a own

hunting rights, as the chase wan Louis* only real

pleasure* In the Iron Cheat debate it la reported

that *rtoia had suggested that he as ' A e the

favour because it was known that he was a

supporter of the Monarchy and of the right of

priv-te property. This may hare been true, but

i orère was scrupulously fair in partitioning only

the land round the main royal residences, ?h /
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the Louvre, Versailles, Tuil/eries, Marl#y,
St.-Germain and 3t.-Cloud. Also, he stipulated

that the land must be enclosed 30 as not to

border dangerously onfto the private property of
others or to risk the damaging of agricultural

land by the hunt. He presented his reports,

1 Sur les chasses du Hoi' in September 1790, amid

angry murmurs from the Left. He pleaded that the

King, as head of the Nation, be granted certain

extraordinary rights, pointing out that the King's

right to hunt on certain days was not a violation

of the rights of property but a mark of respect to

the Ling himself. 'Cette suspension|momentanée et
courte de l'exercic-e d'un droit de propriété n'est

qrs un attribut de la royauté, c'est un hommage
32

pour Louis XVI.* He pointed out that after all

the royal pares had been enclosed there would be

no infringement of the law regarding property

surrounding the royal estates, but until then the

King was to be allowed to hunt freely on certain

days. The decree was passed giving the King

the right to hunt in areas around the royal domains/
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domains providing the municipal authorities of
33

that area were informed beforehand»

Throughout his period of office as

deputy to the Constituent Assembly, Barère kept

in close contact with his constituency. lie was

very anxious that the people who had elected him

should feel that he really was the champion of

their rights. He had been disturbed to hear of

reports during 1790 that his house had been

attacked, and wrote a worried letter to them

demanding what it was he had done so to offend.

: e pointed out that he had been among the first

to renounce his privileges, and that he had done

so willingly with the welfare of the people of

Vleuzac and his other domains at heart. lie had

received letters from the Electoral Assemblies

full of confidence in his goodwill and assurance

that he had their full support in what ever he

undertook. His great triumph, and the high-water¬

mark of hi3 career a3 deputy in the first assembly,

was greeted with joy by constituents, and secured

their confidence in him for all time. He/
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He succeeded, in the winter of 1789-90 in

establishing Bigorre as a department, and what is

even more surprising, gaining the recognition of

Tarbes as the chief town. When the first

proposals for the reorganisation of locol

government were presented to the Assembly in

December 1789, he realised with horror that

Bigorre was about to be taken over by Beam, an

awhich had long waged a private war on economic

and social fronts with the area of Bigorre.

Barère threw all his energy into compiling a

discourse which would force the A.ssembly to realise

what a disaster such an amalgamation would be.

He spoke for nearly an hour and a half 'sur leu

nécessité d'établir en Bigorre un départent dont

la ville de Tarbes soit le chef-lieu et sur la

nécessité d'annexer au pays de Bigorre une certaine-

quantité de pays voisins, et principalement ceux
34

qui en étaient autrefois des dépendances*. He

U3ed the full force of his picturesque style of

oratory in the speech, describing at length the

beauties of Tarbes, the difficulties of the/
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the geographical position with respect to Béarn,
and the lack of any common understanding between

the two peoples. 'Croit-on que le Beam voulût

donner sa part des cent mille écus pour réparer
les chemins des eaux minérales et nos ponts?

Croit-on qu'il voulût payer nos dettes et nous

les siennes?' He pleaded that if Bigorre became

the Department, then the town of Tarbes was the

only town worthy of being its capital, for

moet of the other larger towns of the area

were too far-flung and lacked reasonable roadways

and canals. He dismissed, half-way through the

speech, any possibility of Beam taking over the

Bigorre district by stating that they had different

laws, culture and customs and that 'les deux

nations sont encore plus séparées par les moeurs

et par une forte antipathie qui rendrait k

jamais orageuse toute liaison entr'eux et surtout

une liaison de dépendance.* He won his case,

having appealed for support to Mirabeau, who at

that time was very favourably disposed toward

Barère. As the two dined together twice a week/
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week it is possible that the Llder Statesman of the

..evolution agreed over dinner to support Barère's

demand. The joint effect of Mirabeau's tremendous

power of persuasion and Barère's rhetoric must

have been more than sufficient to 3way the Assembly

over such a minor ooint as the Blgorre versus
35

Beam affair.

Prom the first week of the meeting of the

.states-General, Barère had admired Mirabeau, as

a person, and orator and as a politician.

Gradually, toward the end of 1790 he was beginning

to suspect that Mirabeau was playing a double

game as far as the Assembly and the Monarchy were

concerned. He was right, end the other deouties

likewise became less enthusiastic over their

response to the thundering power of Mir-; eau's

voice, and the persuasion of his argument. It

had taken a stand against hira in November 1789

when the decree had been passed excluding eputies

from holding office in the ministry. Parère had

agreed with the motion, though it is unlikely that

he himself voted in its favourtmainly to prevent/
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prevent Mirabeau from becoming a prominent minister,

e was certainly aware of Mirabeau's position, and

regarded him with a little trepidation. curing

the summer of 1790 Mirabeau offered to unite his

own journal, Le Courrier de xrovence with the .oint

lu Jour. Not surprisingly Barère refused the

offer, but in gracious terms. He pointed out

that the 'sheep of the xyranees do not herd ' ith

the wolves', and that Mirabeau was a 'power which

would soon crush the humble editor of .oint du

Jour.'

The real stand against Mirabeau, and the

most firm statement of his own position, was made

during the great debate 'Sur 1'exercice du droit

de faire la paix et la guerre,' on 22nd ny 1790.

The debate was precipitated by the appeal of Spain,

in the name of the old family Compact, to France

for armed support in her dispute with Lnglartd

over Nootka Sound, In this instance Harare's

constitutional convictions and his hatred of wars

of agression came before his antipathy to ^ngland.

irabeau, in a real effort to establish the ding/
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King as the true head of an executive with more

than nominal power, attempted to persuade the

Assembly that the right of declaring war or peace

was vested in the King alone, as head of the

executive. The motion had in fact been opened

by the Archbishop of Aix, who had stated that

there was no question as to where the right to

declare war lay, and that the Assembly, as a

legislative body only was not in a position to

question the possibility of abuse by the executive

of its powers. Dupont objected, on the grounds

that the legislature, always assembled, could not

transmit the power of beginning an offensive war

into the l ing's hands, because the legislature does

not hold this right in the first place. This was

a mere constitutional quibble, but it opened one

of the most furious debates of the whole session,

and brought into question the real nature of

legislative power of one-ch-mber government.

The debate reached its climax on May 20th when

irabeau delivered his long speech on the ight of

Declaring War and was defeated by the full force/
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force of the centre and left of the Assembly.

Barere spoke in support of Sieyès' reply to

Mirabeau, in which he stated that the right of

peace and war belonged to the nation and that the

exercise of this power is given to the legislature

and the executive jointly, 'de la part du roi, au

nom de la nation.' Barère argued that since the

nation is sovereign, it alone had the dread right

to declare war. Caealès objected; he argued

that the plenary power lay with the King, however

vague the term 'King' may be. They had already

agreed that the legislature formulate laws,

but a declaration of war or peace was not a

law.'k The real heart of Barère's objections

to the King holding this right lay in his fear that

France would be plunged into a war with England,

which she could not afford, and which would undo

the work of the Assembly and open the door to

arbitrary government just at a time when the

country was at its most vulnerable. Had the

debate arisen as a matter of constitutional

procedure, and not been precipitated by an actual/
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actual request for an alliance, then his attitude

w'i<jkfc have been less absolute, but this is mere

speculation. There is an interesting slant on

parère'a attitude provided by a letter sent to him

by an unnamed journalist, attacking him for his

report in Point du Jour of this debate. he

journalist points out that Barère places much more

emphasis on the contribution of Barna/ve, Lameth

and Dupont than on that of Mirabeau. He ooints

out that while the speeches of these deputies are

reported in full, that of Mirabeau, 30 much more

important and eloquent, is cut to a few lines.

This is a valid criticism, a3 this i3 exactly what

. arère has done. In the report for 2"ni ay, he

:.ao stated that Mirabeau's speech, though powerful,

is far too long to quote in full, and in fact he

gives a very brief summary. The journalist

attacks him on the grounds that he has slighted

irabeau, whotnhe (the journalist) sees as the one

conciliating voice between the royalist faction

■nd the Assembly, and that as Barère objected to

irabeau's view he has omitted the speech through/
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through prejudice. This is perhaps true, as

Barère did feel very strongly about this issue,

and must have been aware, and forced to admit

with chaqrin, that the most powerful and convincing
37

speech of the entire session was that of Mirabeau.

During the latter part of 1790 Barère

drew further and further towards left of centre,

away from the atmosphere of the Genlis Salon and

the 1789 Club, towards the Jacobins, away from

?«Iirabeau and Robespierre. The deputy who had in

October 1789 favoured excluding wage-servants from

the list of active citizens and had opposed the

inclusion of non-propertied citizens to the

legislature, in 1791 was demanding that action

be taken against émigrés and praising Robespierre's

fervour for the interests of humanity, describing

him as 'this independent spirit who has always

linked social laws with the eternal laws of equality

of natural rights.' Yet the two attitudes are

not incompatible. He opposed the marc d'argent

qualification yet he did not oppose Le Chapelierls

law forbidding illegal assemblies or protest./
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protest. For Robespierre had done exactly the

3arae, but whereas Barère was approaching an almost

pure Girondin policy, Robespierre was beginning to

formulate the programme which was to become known

as Jacobinism. There is, however, a confusion

apparent in Barère's attitude towards policy during

1790 and 1791 which Robespierre does not display.

Barère was bitterly upset over the King's flight

to Varennesand it is difficult to determine what

his position with regard to monarchy really was at

that time. He was one of the deputies sent to

meet the King on his enforced return and to

conduct him to the Assembly. His comments are

blatantly contradictory, even in his Mémoires,

written long after the event, in which one would

expect to find some consistency of opinion. Of

the atmosphere within the Assembly he says in

Boint du Jour, 'Les motions se succédèrent avec

rapidité au milieu d'un silence profond et du

calme que donne la vertu oriaux représentant

d'une, grande nation, qui prouvera combien elle est
38

digne de la liberté.' Everyone felt delivered/
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delivered from the evils of Kings. He claimB that

a republic was not called for but the people had re¬

publican sentiments without realising it. In a

description of the political climate of the moment

he claimed that the Spirit of the Age was for

democracy; the Spirit of the Jacobins was for a

Republic ; the feeling of the National Assembly was

solely for a monarchy. This assessment, given in

the Momoires . is very much a later view. After

the Flight to Vareimes both the Assembly and Barere

had lost faith in the monarch and the dissasfaction

with the idea of a constitutional monarchy was no

longer confined to the extreme left. Barère

oatitiously attacked Louis in early July in a speech

on emigreés. 'L' emigre' perd le nom de citoyen et

devient un étranger puisqu'il renonce a l'obligation

d'être présent et de verser son sang pour la Patrie.'^
The King had attempted to escape from the country and

was therefore to be considered an émigré, despite the

fact that his attempt had been thwarted.In his Mémoires

he claims that he was among of a group of thirty-five

members of the left of the assembly who wished to/
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to reinstate Louis. He claims that this group was

willing to take over the attempts of Mirabeau to

imbue the king with greater power and to abolish

the decree excluding members of the Assembly from the

ministry. ïo this end Barère was opposed to a revision

of the constitution, and, so he claims, was the

majority of the assembly.^0 He states that the thirty-

five members were willing to re-open negotiations

with Louis, despite the attempted emigration, and

he refers to this group as being 'a working number'

which would have succeed in svtaying the rest of

the assembly away from the idea of revision. He

himself did attempt to return cautiously to the

more moderate section of the assembly, after his

outburst against Louis, but was being over-

optimistic in his belief that the deputies were

generally willing to forgive the King. Lafayette

was the only person who could have taken over the

position as mediator between court and assembly after

the death of Mirabeau, and he was under suspicion

already for the part he played in the Plight to

yarenneS-

Barère had been driven to anti-monarchical

opinions as a result of Varannes but he was forced

away from republicanism by the Champs* de Mars. In Point
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K.4.
Point du Jour ssa». blamed the Flight to Varennes

for provoking such 'anti-French* sentiments. In

reaction he was among those who broke with the

Jacobins and joined the Feuillants'. 'Le3 vrais

Amis de la Constitution seront désormais assemblés

aux Feuillants .Iles idées republicans!res sont aussi

contraires au bonheur de la France,' Y/ithin

weeks however, he realised that he had joined the

ranks of reactionaries who seemed about to reinstate

the 1789 club, with all it3 monarchical principles.

He hastily rejoined the Jacobins and was hailed by

Fréron for having done so. But the momentary

break was remembered and was to be used against

him after Thermidor. But Launay again suspects

his motives, and say3 of him, 'Il avait acquis

déjà cette connaissance du métier qui permet

d'opérer le glissement ooportun dans la confusion
41

des crises.' He was to make many such 'glisements'

during his future career as a deputy. It is

probably thi3 instinct for political survival that

prompted him to eulogise Hobespierre on his return

to the Jacobins, referring to hiwi as 'That/
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'That incorruptible deputy who has never deviated

in his views.' The same could never be said of

Barère, and it is as if he were aware of this.

It i3 al3o interesting to note that this was the

first reference made in print to Robespierre as

being 'Incorruptible', the adjective which was to

remain with him throughout the Revolution.

Barère had supported the self-denying

ordinances of May 1791 on the grounds that

indefinite re-election would lead to inequality

between the governors and the governed, create

ministerial domination and corruption, and with

reference to England, create politicians along the

lines of Box, Burke and Pitt. By submitting the

legislature to re-election every two years the

true representation of the people would be

preserved and would not threaten the country with

aristocratic legislation. He could see in

perpetual appointments a monopoly of power similar

to that held by the Parlements developing among

'professional politicians'. In his .Mémoires he

contradicts his statement of 1791 end declares/
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declares that the Constituent Assembly committed

suicide, and that it was due to the self-denying

ordinance that the Constitution, so precious to

France, failed. If he really believed this at

the time of writing his "-létnoires. then it would

appear that he understood the Revolution less after

it than during its course. He also claims that

'there was not one good citizen, not one wise

person who did not desire in 1791 that the

Constituent Assembly should resolve itself into a

legislative Assembly' . Hut in his .Mémoires Barère

speaks only of the sublime and invaluable legacy of

the Constituent Assembly; he sees it as the only

great period of the Revolution, and the only

Assembly which contributed to the growth and
42

progress of France. But thi3 is a totally

subjective view, for it was not the Constituent

Assembly which turned Barère into a terrorist.

It had made him into a Revolutionary, and a politician.
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On September 14th 1791 Louis accepted

the constitution which was designed to set Prance

free of despotism and establish, it was believed,

true representative government. It had taken

nearly two years to evolve and was to completely

collapse after a further two years. By the time

Barère re-entered the political arena the principles

for which the Constituent Assembly had worked so

hard were no longer applicable to the state of

France, The deputies had strived to bring into

effect a constitutional monarchy which recognised

the sovereign power of the people. Obeying the

principle that, at all times, the legislature must

be truly representative of the people, they had

voted themselves out of office and departed,

making way for an assembly of legislators already

practised in the art of politics and law-making,

Barère stayed long enough in Paris,-from

September 1792 to January 1793 - to realise that

the Legislative Assembly was faced with problems

more intense and widespread than those " ith which

the Constituent Assembly had had to contend. The/
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The right wing of the new assembly advocated a

heuiliant policy of conciliation between the

monarchy and the nation through revision of the

constitution and a non-aggression pact with

.ustria. .hat was to emerge as a Girondin faction,

or the group of deputies which affiliated itself
1

ith Bri33ot, saw a vigorous war policy as being

the only ans1, er to dissension at home and

mounting hostility in Europe. Barère, as

strongly against any war policy as he had ever

been, and yet suspicious of a conciliation ith

the monaiehy,decided that he would not involve

himself in even the fringe politics of the capital,
and had no wish to enter the ministerial ranks,

he was offered, tentatively, the position of Minister

of the Interior and would probably have suceeeded

better than iioland in the position, but he felt

disinclined to accept and begged leave of absence

from his position as judge in the High Court of

.ppenls. He returned to Tarbes.

He did not spend an entirely peaceful

interlude in his home town. Ile was welcomed back/
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backvwith honour but was almost immediately

attacked in the local Jacobin club for his

moderate views, He bought a considerable amount

of local property which had been confiscated from

the church and this caused considerable adverse

comment among the more extremist Jacobins and

also plunged him into debt, which he did not

succeed in clearing during the rest of his

lifetime. He followed the events in Paris as

closely as was possible during his stay in Tarbes

and communicated with those of his friends a3

much as occasion demanded. When Humouriez was

appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs in /.larch,

Parère, who had known the General well during the

days of the Constituent Assembly, wrote congratulating

him on hi3 appointment, 'My dear friend and

distinguished patriotl What a brilliant career

is opening before youî With your energy and

understanding and your military end diplomatic

knowledge, I already see you preparing either
2

solid peace or decisive war,...' Had it been

either he would have still praised Humouriez for/
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offor he admired him and felt him to he a manpower,
and therefore a useful friend. For Barère had no

doubts concerning his own re-entry into active

political life as soon as the opportunity arrived.

His personal views concerning the war, however,

were not those of Duraouriez, In hi3 Mémoires he

states that he never believed that war with Austria

was necessary or inevitable. Leopold was always

totally opposed to war and it would have been

possible to prevent conflict even after his death.

This i3 hindsigKt; but even at that moment he was

not in favour of squandering the important gains

France had made at home on the field of battle, or

threatening an already precarious government with

the complications of a full-scale war policy.

He did not see that it was Austria which was to be

feared from any standpoint! rather,the potential
tO

aggressor and the real danger to France^ England.
Even before England's formal entry into the war

Barère firmly believed that she had been

unofficially engaged in hostilities towards France;

that it was her subsidies which furnished the/
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the Austrian and the Prussians from the very-

beginning of the European struggle in April 1792.

It was a very a3tute guess, for he had no

evidence, but he was convinced that it was Pitt's

influence which finally persuaded Leopold to sign

the Declaration of Pilnitz. His argument was

that Pitt 3aw in the possible war between Prance

and Austria an opportunity to reduce the power of

both the Hapaburgs and the Bourbons, and that

Prussia was encouraged to intervene simply as a

lever between the other two powers. Barêre

remained in Tarbes until August 8th. He received

the news on the 4th that the fédérés, together with

the sections, which had been declared permanent in

July, had issued a petition demanding the deposition

of the King. Barere had warned the Constituent

Assembly in 1791 of the danger of autonomous

bodies within the capital and had seen them a3 a

very real threat to the power of the n-tional

assembly. He had heard with horror of Chaunette's

demand that the sections be armed. Remembering

that, as early as July 14th 1789, the cry of the/
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the mob had been for arm3 and not for bread, he

opposed wholeheartedly any motion which would

encourage the militancy of the Paris Commune or

the Sections. In his summing up of the night of

10th August, 'that terrible night*, he states that

it 'destroyed at one blow the monarchy, the

constitution, and the prosperity of Prance for
3

many years.* Yet, he adds, 'this act of justice
4

was a necessity for the existence of the nation,'

As soon as he arrived in Paris he realised that it

was the King himself who had destroyed the trust

and goodwill of the people and that the night of

the 10th had been a natural consequence of the

section demands for the deposition of the King

which themselves were a response to the Brunswick

Manifesto. Barère realised that Louis himself

had not actively betrayed the nation, he had been

in no way responsible for the actual presentation

of the Manifesto, but that through his inactivity

and duplicity he had destroyed all remaining trust

in his people. All future attempts to treat with

Louis would be futile. 'He passed for an/
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an impostor,' Barere states with disgust, 'Having

first given his adherents to the Constitution he
5

then disavows it,' Yet he loathed the idea of

intervention by the mob. He saw its action as

being illegal and its influence as being inimical

to the central government and the progress of the

Revolution. 'Liberty is inextricably matched with

obedience to the law,' he wrote in the 'Discours
6

sur le respect du à la loi* He believed that

any constitution of a free people must guard

against the violation of the law by any one faction

or any one person, whether it be the king, his

ministers or a Paris mob. The sectioinaire3 had

carried pikes on August 10th against the wishes

of the Assembly, rnd they had disregarded the

individual rights of property by forcing an

entrance to the Tuileries, He refused to

accept Danton's premise that when a people puts

itself into a st- te of insurrection it arrogates

to itself all law and power. Barere wag

sufficiently convinced of the illegality of the

Insurrectionary Commune as to openly criticise it/
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it and to turn down Wanton's first offer of a

place on the Council of Justice. Yet his

personal relations with Danton at that time were

sufficiently cordial for him to respect the new

ini3ter of Justice, if not the Council, and he

accepted the offer when it was repeated n few days

later. This could be due to the fact that

Barère was extremely susceptible to flattery and

the offer had been couched in very flattering

terms. However, as Danton and Barère were both

elected to the Convention.neither held their

respective offices for very long.

While the Legislative Assembly s-t

paralysed by the Jepteraber Massacres,France went
to the polls to elect its deputies for the

ational Convention. Barère offers no surmise as

to the organisation of the massacres, even in his

empires, and his criticism of the event i slight,

his account of his own activities during the 3rd

and 4th of September sheds an additional light on

anton's movements. The Abbé Bousquet of îarbonne,

who had known Barère during the Constituent/
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Constituent Assembly, was imprisoned as a'non

juré'priest when the massacres began. He

appealed to 3arère who immediately decided to

place the case before Danton. He went to look

for the Minister of Justice at the Commune. The

latter being significantly absent, Barere decided

to wait until he reappeared. By the early hours

of the morning Danton arrived and promised Barere

that the Abbé would be released immediately.

resurnably Danton had had much on his rnin ; for the

bbé was never seen again, and no record of his

release was to be found. Barère's comment on the

incident i3 interesting, as it provided the only

•lue as to his real opinion of Danton's involvement

in the September Massacres. 'I never sav the

Abbé again. He must have been forgotten by the
7

inister of the Devolution,'

As a result of the elections, ^rère was

chosen as deputy to the Convention simultaneously

for Geine-et-Oise, (Versailles) and the ;utes-

. yrénée3. He chose to represent his horn», district

where, despite his critics, he was generally/
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generally popular and trusted by the electorate.

He took his seat when the Convention opened on

ocptember 21st among the deputies who were to

become known as the Plain. Although it is

impossible to find in the Convention any orraal

party division or official political programme,

the faction interests, made manifest during the

legislative Assembly, perpetuated into the

Convention. If Barere adhered to any one set of

ideas it was that of the Girondins rather than the

ontagnard Jacobins. He was a reluctant epublican

in the autumn of 1792 and believed, with the

Sirondins, that, basically, the concept of
8

republicanism was inimical to France. After the

first session and the declaration of the epublic,

however, he simply accepted it as 'obeying the
9

spirit of the time.' He believed that, although

France had accepted the declaration, her real

desire was for a Federal Republic, and that in the

absence of a hereditary monarch a president should

be elected in the image of a monarch. He could

not accept that the Republic was, and must always/
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always be, 'One and Indivisible'. He believed

that the only way to guarantee freedom was to

establish a federation of semi-autonomous states,

exercising independent administrative rights and

answerable to Paris only on matters of foreign

policy and national issues. In holding such a

relief he could be identified with the Girondins,

and was considered s>A a heretic by the ontagnards

who believed Paris had to be the hub around hich

the indivisible republic revolved. Ba ore's

additional clause in his political charter of that

moment brought him closer to the views that
"*•> /
Robespierre and 3t.-Just were to develop ring

the last phases of the Terror. It was necessary

to h ve a central, charismatic figure to hol<l the

arring factions apart and stand as the e blem of

the sovereignty of the People. Barère was later

challenged on the grounds that he would V ve

liked to have seen Orleans in this role, • nd that

he worked secretly with the Orlèanist faction to

oromote the Duke. The accusation is unfo nded,

for although Barère had been a close frien : of/
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of Orleans during the Constituent Assembly, and

had witnessed the annuity made to 'la belle Pamela'
10

the natural daughter of Tme. de Genlis and Orleans,

he never entered any conspiracy for either a

regency or a dictatorship. His faith in

individuals never lasted long enough for him to

become anything resembling a kingmaker.

Although there were certain similarities

in the views held by Barère in the autumn of 1792

with those of the Girondins, he should not be

identified with them. It is possible during

those first weeks to associate him with Brissot,

,l>anton or Robespierre. He had swung to support

the war, possibly for the same reason that

Robespierre had decided to support it; the war

was a very real fact, Prance had been threatened

with invasion, and there seemed no quick solution

to the threat of the major European powers

concerted in their efforts to defeat the principles

of the Revolution. Also, the glorious accidental

victory of Valmy had renewed faith in the Republic

for the people of Prance. It almost seemed as if/
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if the Girondins had "been justified in their claim

that a successful war would unite .France and show

.,ouis in his true colours. The fédérés, as they

arrived in PariS « filled Barère v'ith a patriotic

joy, and he saw them as'the harbingers of cktunge
who would carry freedom to the enslaved people of

Europe still living under the yoke of despotism^
'The volunteers, who were marching in arms to the

rentiers from all directions were alone

c clu3ively animated by love of their country and

deeply alive to its dangers. There alone dwelt

enthusiasm, true civil and military coura< - nd
11

above all unity,' He, therefore, like .obespierre,

was prepared to give the war his full sup'-ort,

although he never fully understood it, e

persisted in his belief that the real enemy of

'ranee was England, and attributed every set-back

of the war to the machinations of that er alone,

in his 'empires there is an inserted pass-

dealing with the contents of papers found on the

double agent "Tiquille, a Swiss, who worked or the

royalists under Bertrand de kloléville while/
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while involved with the activities of the :aris

Commune, He states that the papers shov; beyond

any 3hadov; of doubt that the agents of the .Duke of

"Dork and Pitt were working in Paris and sur esta

that Brissot knew of this. He hy.3 no other proof
*

against Brissot other then the vague inference

ih-;t because the Girondins were 3U3pected of

'dealing lightly' with the .^nglish - he does not

say in what way - they took their lead from

rlasot. He claims th t due to Hrissot's lenient

ttitude towards England he compromised the

Girondins and prevented them taking s strong line
12

against then earlier.

During the first few weeks of the

onvention he appeared little on the floor and

although he wa3 appointed to the commissions of

Instruction and Monuments and was made reporter of

the Constitutional Committee, he spoke to little

effect. What reports he did make were

ineffectual. The one made in October in the name

of the Constitutional Committee was more or less

an open admission that not only had he no constructive/
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constructive ideas to present, but neither had the

committee. At the end of a general criticism of

the 1731 Constitution he suggests that the public

in general give some indication of what they want,

or give some direct expression to the General till,

f Constitution d'une grande république n- peut

pas être l'ouvrage de quelques esprits, elle doit

être l'ouvrage de l'esprit humain.' He then

invites all the citizens to mount the tribune and

ive their views on the ideal constitution, a truly

impossible proce/iure, and in total opposition to

his attitude to the appeal to «the nation which he

va s to express with regard to the trial of trie King.

Despite his lack of originality or

over of leadership, he was fast becoming one of

the most vell-kno n and respected members of the

Convention. In his account of the events in Paris

during the autumn of 1792, Dr. More excludes

barère from any list of significant person-lities,

but states that by December he appears os a

promising figure, 'He (Parère) has not hitherto

taken a decided port with either party, but, I am/
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13
am told, he is courted by both.' He distinguished

himself, during the first weeks, as the chief

conciliator of an assembly given so much to

internecine warfare. His whole aim seemed to be

to prevent any situation from becoming infkwnwtble,

and to prevent the assembly itself from losing

control of the galleries. He spoke against the

Girondin attempt to provide an armed guard for the

Convention, as he foresaw what power such a body

would assume itself, and could envisage an open

clash with the forces of the municipality. During

the debate caused by Louvet* s attack on Robespierre

at the Jaoobin Club he attacked all the deputies

who waged private war against their own rivals

within the Convention. 'Let U3 end all partisan¬

ship within this assembly,' he demanded, and

begged Louvet to exert his energies only for the

good of the nation and not belittle himself and

the convention by hurling private abuse across the

floor. It would appear that he had chosen to

defend Robespierre but although he gave Robespierre

time to prepare his own reply, his so-called/
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called 'défense'festé had a sting in it, 'To accuse

a man of having arrived at dictatorship is to

pre-supoose a great character, genius, boldness

and great political and military success.

Citizens, let U3 not attribute importance to men

whom public opinion will put in their places

better than we, let us not 3et up pigmies on
14

pedestals,' Robespierre never forgot the insult,

A few weeks later a further Girondin attack

obliquely accused Danton of complicity in the

September Massacres, Again Barbre attempted to

forestall any really dangerous debate. On

November 8th he begged the assembly, 'It is time

to estimate those little undertakers of revolutions

at their face value, and it is time to stop

thinking of them as manoeuvereta. . .we ought to turn

our attention to the great questions which
15

interest the Republic,' Delivered with the same

veiled insult as the speech in answer to louvet,

Barère had turned the \vrath of the factions away

from their objects but had insinuated weaknesses in

both Robespierre and Danton, and the assembly had/
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had listened to him. 'He appeared to be listened

to as an impartial voice in all the hubbub, and his
16

speech was always prepared.' (1 » n)

It may therefore, have been no accident

that he was chosen as President of the Assembly

during the debate on the trial of the king, and

during the first part of the trial itself.

Although in his l.Iemoires he affects surprise at

the choice, he must have been aware that he was one

of the few speakers who could call the galleries

and the debating chamber to silence and be obeyed.

'I cannot imagine to what motive I was indebted

for this honour, since I was isolated in the

Convention, I did not belong and never have

belonged to any party or faction...' It is

probably for this very reason that he was elected

to handle the trial debate, for though his claim

was made in his own defence it is no more than the

truth. No one really knew to which side he was

committed, and it is quite possible that he didn't

know himself. He was prepared to trim his sails

according to the wind,/
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wind.

His term of office as President

coincided with the opening of the Iron Chest on

November 20th. Among the letters which sealed

x-ouis* fate was one from the Intendant of the

Civil list, who had held office during the

Constituent Assembly. In it he referred to the

abolition of hunting righta, which Louis had

resented so much, and states that Barère, a member

of the committee of domains, was the person to

contact concerning the maintenance of such rights

on the royal domains, as he was well-disposed to .

the monarch. The original suggestion had come

from Artois, and in fact Barère had gone to

considerable trouble to gain an amendment of the

decree in favour of royal hunting righto. The

letter was dated February 1791 and Barère found it

easy to convince the assembly that there were many

deputies at that time who were well-disposed

towards the monarch and believed that the

institution of monarchy should maintain certain

privileges. He temporarily resigned hi3 position/
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position as President, leaving the tribune to

defend himself from the floor of the chamber. So

successful was his reply, and no 'innocent his
17

face' that he drew tumultuous applause from the

assembly and rendered his attackers speechless.

On December 2nd the question of the

king's trial became urgent. A deputation from

the sections of Paris arrived before the bar of

the Convention and demanded that the proceedings

be speeded up. Barère dealt with the situation

carefully but firmly. He stated that the

Convention would always listen to the pleas of

petitioners, as that was its duty, but it could

not be instructed on matters of public safety.

The IJational Convention was only accountable on

matters concerning the king to the entire nation.

In his Mémoires. Barère laments his position as

President during a case which 'exercised the most

terrible influence on the spirit and the fate of
18

the nation.' He stated that such was the excited

state of public opinion that he could neither

decline the sad duty of interrogating the king nor/
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nor even let it be suspected that the function was

disagreeable to his heart and accorded ill with
19

his character. This may have been true to a

certain extent, but it is certainly obvious from

the rest of the account that he was proud of the

position which had been forced upon him. He

could not have declined, but neither would he have

wished to do so, he realised too well that it

afforded him the opportunity of making his mark

before the assembly. He had corne to terms with

the exigencies of the moment and in his own words
20

'On ne retrograde pas en révolution.' Garnot

points out the anomalies in Barère's attitude to

the monarch just before the trial, which demonstrate

how confused he was as to the outcome.of the—issue.

In a letter to a colleague he states, 'A deposed

King has no right to live,' Yet immediately after

writing thi3 he states in the Assembly, 'We ought

to give all the latitude that natural law

establishes to the defence of the deposed monarch.'

True to this latter utterance, Barère tried to

persuade the reluctant Target to undertake the/
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the King's defence and when he refused it was

Barère, so he says, who went to see Maleysherbes,

a man he had long admired, who agreed to contact

.Louis and offer hi3 services.

The series of polemical exchanges over

the defence of the King revealed the very real

division between the Mountain and the rest of the

assembly. In his maiden speech on November 13th,

the twenty-five year old StJust laid down in

precise terms the principles of the new

Republicanism, There could be no case for the

defence of Louis, he stated, for he was not being

tried as a criminal. There could therefore be

no debate as to whether he were guilty or innocent,

the very fact that he was king was a crime in

itself. Besides_there was no real basis for a

trial,for Louis was outside the common law of the

people, his very existence was opposed to the

concept of Republicanism; he was the 'Enemy of
21

the People' personified. The theme was repeated

by Robespierre on December 3rd, when he tried to

persuade the Convention that a trial of the king/
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king was irrelevant, he must die anyway. Very

much on the line3 of the argument of Cromwell,

Robespierre saw that it was necessary to cut of

the head of the king with the crown on it, to

eradicate the concept of monarchy, not 3imply to

exterminate one monarch. If Louis were proved

innocent then the guilt of the People, who had

brought him to trial, would be implicit in the

pronouncement of hi3 innocence. But the People

was 3ublime and incorruptible, and the Will of the

People was supreme and incapable of error. 'La

victoire et le peuple ont décidé que lui seul

était rebelle; Louis ne peut donc e'tre jugé/; il

est déjà jugé. Il e3t condamné ou la. République
22

n'est point absolute.'

The Girondine disagreed, as did the

majority of the Convention. In a powerful speech

on December 31st, Vergniaud stated that Louis

should be tried by the representatives of the

people sitting in the Convention,but that he should

be judged by the people themselves. Any judgement/
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judgement passed by the Convention should be

ratified by plebiscite. He conceded that the

voice of the people made itself heard through the

freely elected representatives and that these

representatives had been vested vdth the right to

make lavs in the name of the people, 'C'est le

pouvoir de faillies lois, les règlements, en un

mot tous les actes qui intéressent la félicité du

corps social. Le peuple exercer ce pouvoir ou

par lui-même ou par les représentants. Dans ce

dernier cas;et c'est le nôtre, les décisions des
représentants du peuple sont exécutées comme loi?

mais pourquoi? Parce qu'elles sont présumées être

l'expression de la volonté générale,' But he

argued, 'le3 juges des tribunaux sont, il est vrai,

des mandataires du peuple; mais leur mandat^ n'a

aucun caractère de représentation. Ils n'ont

point de volonté individuelle a exprimer par la
23

loi; ils ne font qu'appliquer cette loi.' The

judgement of Louis Capet vas not an aspect of

Legislative responsibility. The People had not

elected a despotic body but an organ of/
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of representation, therefore, 'Tout acte émané

des représentants du peuple est un attentat à sa

souveraineté, s'il n'est pas soumis à sa

ratification formelle ou tacite. Le peuple qui a

promis l'inviolabilité à Loui3 peut seul déclarer

qu'il veut user du droit de punir, auquel il avait
24

renoncé.'

Barère agreed with neither faction

whole-heartedly. He fell raidveay between each.

He believed in the necessity for a trial as Louis

should enjoy the rights due to any French citizen.

He believed that Louis should be charged with

treason,for he had betrayed the nation in having

accepted the constitution and then violated its

tenets. He had conspired against the nation

and had attempted to overthrow its elected assembly

by recourse to foreign aid. He was therefore a

traitor, but even traitors had the right to defend

themselves before their accusers. But he saw in

a trial the last fight between despotism and

freedom. 'C'est ici le- dernier combat entre le

despotisme et la liberté....C'est la destinée des/
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des rois de causer des maux au peuple, soit qu'ils

demeurent sur le trône, soit qu'ils en soient

précipités,' He confirmed his belief in the

king's guilt before the Convention, 'Ainsi dans

mon opinion, je trouve Louis coupable d'avoir

attenté à la sûreté intérieure et extérieur de
25

l'état,' To those who opposed the trial he

acknowledged that Louis was 'par le caractère de

ses fonctions et la nature de son crime,,,une

\ te-
forte d'exception à forme générale des jugmenfe.'

A

Yet he insisted that he was a citizen and equality

under the law meant equality without distinction
26

of persons. He was strongly opposed to the

plebiscite, however, as he believed that any

decision of the assembly was, by definition, that

of the nation, 'on parle de toutes part/s d'appel

au peuple, de ratification dix peuple, de la.

souveraineté' du peuple. Je sens t£u' il est facile
de se décider par d'aussi hono/rables motifs a

déposer sur tous nos concitoyens le fardeau de la

responsabilité personnelle à laquelle aucun de nous

ne peut échapper, quelquec^ose qui arrive, sf la/
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la nation est asservie...' He declared that in

electing their representatives to the Convention

the people vested them with the power to make all

decisions for them,..'Est-il conséquent de rejeter

sur le peuple l'exercice de la souveraineté qu'il
27

vous a expressément déléguée?'.
The King appeared before the Convention

for the first time on December 11th, Barère

treated him with respect and deference. His

description in his Mémoires of the King is

contradictory he his description of 1788, 'he

appeared calm, simple and noble, as he had always

appeared to me at Versailles,' Launay unkindly

cites Prudhomme's description from the 'Revolution

de Paris', that Barére's voice shook so much during

the opening of the session that he drew jeers and

whistles from both sides of the assembly. This

is possible, for in the Mémoires, Barère himself

states that he was nervous as he began to question

the King, but very soon found himself in control

of the situation, and succeeded in calling the
28

riotous galleries to order. He ordered a chair/
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chair to be brought so that Louis could sit as he

could not be- r the sight of him being the only-

person in the hall standing up. He carefully-

avoided the use of the appelât ion Capet, as

:lale/sherbes had told him that Louis particularly-

hated this name, declaring that it vias not his
29

name but that of one of his ancestors. Barère

questioned the King for three hours, but as Louis

had had no previous knowledge of the text he could

not answer and appealed for time to allow his
30

council to draw up the reply. Barère supported

this plea and persuaded the assembly to do likewise.

alerbherbes, Tronchet and de 3eze attempted to

defend Louis on the grounds that he had abdicated

on August 10th and that since that date he had

committed no crime for which he could be tried.

They had few grounds for a defence, but worked on

the principle that Louis was being tried for
31

violating the Constitution, and since he had

ceased to fulfil the office of King, the

constitution was inapplicable and therefore any

violation of it was irrelevant. Neither could/
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could Louis be blamed for inciting the Revolution

of August 10th as 'within the hall men had boasted

of the success and the glory of the day and had
32

claimed that events had been totally unpremeditated, '
therefore Louis could have had no prior knowledge

of the event and could not have conspired to bring

it about in any way. Barere gives no comment on

the work of the defence counsel but opines that

whatever case had been placed before the assembly

on behalf of the King it would have been to no

avail. For, although the assembly may not have

agreed with all the arguments of Robespierre and

St.-Just, they were sufficiently aware of the

veracity of the statement that, if the King be

proved innocent, the People will have proved itself

guilty.

Between the 11th and the 26th of

.December, when the trial reopened, Barère's term

a,3 President expired and Fermont was elected to

the chair. Thi3 period coincided with a series

of the stormiest debates ever known in the

national assembly, and Barère was on more than one/
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one occasion called back to control the hall.

His own views underwent a radical change during

the Girondin attack on Philippe Jigalite, and the
debate on the future of the Bourbons. It was

Barère who dôraanded the expulsion of all Bourbons

from the soil of Prance and at the same time

demanded a total reorganisation of the ministry,

which was a direct attack on the Rolandists, It

is hard to say why he made these demands at 3uch a

moment. Gershoy suggests that it wvas to gain time,

as he knew that all matters of policy would be

tabled until after the last phase of the King's

trial, during *j/uch time it was possible that the

atmosphere within the Convention would become a

little calmer. However, whatever his motives,

he had forcibly stated his own position with regard

to the fate of the King, In reply to Buzot's

suggestion that the King be judged but the

sentence be mitigated, or a reprieve granted after

the passing of judgement, Barère states. 'Entre

les tyrans et le peuple il n'y a que de3 combats

à mort..,L'arbre de la liberté croît lorsqu'il est/
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e3t arrosé du sang de toute espèce de tyrans. La
33

loi dit la mort et je ne suis que son organe.'

A violent reverse from hi3 former suspicions that

justice had been subverted by the tyrannies of

policy. Ills conception of the execution of the

ing as ' une mesure de sûreté générale, un acte

r"evolutic/i?iaire, ' brought him into the Montagnard

camp, and hi3 vote in favour of deathv.!ith no

reprieve was as resolutely cast as that of

obespierre and Danton.

The months succeeding the death of the

ling found the Convention locked in a desperate

struggle for power between the Brissotins and the

Montagnard Jacobins. Barère remained aloof from

the struggle and earned for himself the title of

'the impartial', originally bestowed on him by

Robespierre, He seemed to be following a path of

his own, leaning first toward the Girondins and

then aligning himself with the Jacobin of the

Mountain. He had been elected to the Committee

of Defence, the precursor of the Committee of

Public Safety, and in February 1792 supported the/
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the Girondin proposal to oust Pache, a Jacobin,
from the War Ministry. Pache had in fact been

helped into the ministry by Poland, who had

resigned from the ministry of the interior on

January 22nd. Barère mistrusted Roland, and his

protegees, and was made increasingly une-sy by the

fact that Pache was elected Mayor of Paris

immediately after his dismissal from the war

office. Although Pache had been firmly entrenched

in the Rolandist circle he was very popular vith

the municipality of Paris and the department, and

gained his position as mayor by an overwhelming

majority. Barere was afraid that the schism which

tore the assembly would be repeated in the capital

itself where there was little or no restraint upon

the contending factions. Within the Committee

of Defence he was attempting to act as mediator

between the Brissot and Gensonné faction whose

sole aim was to raise an army of volunteers from

the provinces to protect the Convention, and the

more serious-minded and stronger group dominated

by Danton. Danton and Lacroix both supported/
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supported Durnouriez' policy of vigorous action in

the Netherlands to be followed by appeasew nt with

Prussia and England as 30on as the natural
34

boundaries of Prance had been established. Barere

too believed that all effort should be made to

bring about a successful and speedy conclusion to

the war, but had not the foresight and understanding

to realise that conciliation with England was as

necessary as settlement with Prussia. Neither had

he the first-hand knowledge of Duraouriez and

Danton of the attitude of the French armies in the

Netherlands. To Barere the armies of the

: epublic were beyond suspicion, it was always the

generals who were at fault. He had not seen the

pillaging of the Belgian villages, or waited for

days for supplies to arrive which in fact had not

left Paris. To Barère the armies of France were

fighting in the spirit of the 'Fraternité et

Secours' decree, and the early successes seemed to

endorse this belief. He therefore did not

hesitate to support Beurnonville's decree that

France must declare war on Spain. He had./
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had forgotten that he had also supported Servan's

suggestion that France could not afford to extend

the war further and should not contemplate new

offensives. But Servan had resigned, and Barere

was ever the man of the moment. In his report

to the Convention in the name of the Committee of

Defence recommending war with Spain he declares

'One enemy more will only he a oresage of new
35

victories.' and to this end he asked that the

army of the Pyrenees be raised to 100,000 men and

that a commission of six deputies be 3ent to assist

with the recruiting.

In his capacity as reporter to the

committee he was compelled to support Dumouriez in

the latter'3 attack on Marat. The business of

the committee was to ensure that supplies and men

reached the front. Marat, from the depths of

hi3 Paris cellar,demanded that the People, by

which he meant the section armies, be armed, fed

and clothed in the same style as the armies at the

front, 30 that they be equipped to fight the

enemies of the Devolution at home. Dumouriez and/
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and Beurnonville had complained that supplies

were not reaching the front and unless a firm

line were taken on the subject by the Convention

the armies would suffer and the fortumes of the

war be reversed. Carabon took up their plea and

demanded that a greater support be given to the

gen rals at the fiont, Barère could only

possibly support Cambon, for he had a horror,

already expressed, of an armed Paris mob. He

spoke angrily against the food rioting in February

and March and opposed JncqueS^oux's demand that his

enragés be armed on the grounds that they would

turn Paris into a battle-ground the moment arms

were issued, 'Cette section terrible qui ne

redoute point la puissance des ba'ionettes' , would

not hesitate to hold the Convention to ransom if

roused to anger and so destroy all the work of the

Revolution.

It is possibly due to his fear of total

anarchy in the capital that Barere agreed to the

foundation of the Revolutionary Tribunal on March

10th, In hi3 Mémoires he states that he tried to/
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to prevent the decree being passed» This is not

so. What he did ask was that jurors elected ftora

the Convention be appointed to the tribunal and

that it become endowed with the full status of a

criminal court. In this way it would constitute

a genuine legal body and guarantee all the

benefits of justice, Bven when the jurors were

not appointed he refused to support Vergniaud's

far-sighted statement that such a body would

develop into an inquisition in whose activities all

vestiges of legal integrity would be lost. As

with so many 'actes révolutionnaires' , Barère was

prepared to offer tentative suggestions during

early 3tages but once effected he accepted any

measure as inevitable and withdrew his opposition

completely. In fact the idea of a tribunal^ which

would 'take cognisance of every enterprise and plot

and attempt against the liberty and sovereignty of

the people, and the unity and indivisibility of

the Republicoffered tempting security against

the constant threats against the Republic from

inside as well as outside the country. Barère/
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Barere must also have been very conscious of the

significance of both Danton's and Robespierre's

support of the tribunal.

The defection of Dumouriez on April 5th

not piix.ct.cl Barere and the Girondins in an
embarreusing position, but also disclosed the

weakness of the Committee of Defence, Barere had

supported the policy and the demands of Dumouriez,

as up to a point had Danton, but it was the

Girondins who bore the brunt of his defection.

He had been their general, and had pursued their

policy in the early days of the war, he had

become identified with them. His attempt to

-larch on Paris, his arrest of Be/urnonville and

the representatives of the Committee of Defence,

and finally hi3 defection,threw Paris into turmoil.

The incident demonstrated too clearly the lack of

real executive power within the Convention and the

confusion in the aims of those fighting the war at

the front and those directing its course at home.

Out of the fury and confusion the first Committee

of Public Safety was created on the ruins of the/
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the old Committee of Defence. Danton had realised

that in its fear of any separation of powers the

Convention hai not endowed one of its many

committees with sufficient power to allow it to

act directly in moments of crisis, Cambon had

attacked the committee system as early a3 January,

begging that the freedom of the people would not

be stifled in the numerous committees and killed

in interminable debate. Barère did not agree

with this view; he was so very much a committee man

at heart, due to his own lack of initiative. He

believed that only through frequently changing

groups of deputies or representatives could the

voice of the people be heard and the Gener-1 "ill

freely interpreted. He accepted Danton's

suggestion that the new Committee of Public safety,

although primarily concerned with defence, should

act on its own initiative, presenting reports

to the Convention hen its sanction of the decrees
A

vas needed. Barère realised that Danton was

36

attempting to form a real executive committee

made up of members of the Convention. In the/
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the context of the moment he could only offer his

support, and hope to he elected.

Barère was not disappointed. He gained

b- far the highest number of votes for the new

committee, beating Danton by 127 votes. He was

unique among the twelve members in gaining a

virtual majority from the whole Convention,

gaining a total of 360 votes. There can be

little doubt that he was the most generally

popular and trusted member of the first committee

as far as the Convention was concerned. He had

distinguished himself over the trial and had

become known as a forceful and non-partial orator.

The assembly and the g-lleries responded to him,

and it was due to this fact that he was ap ointed

reporter. As yet he had not incurred the wrath of

either faction and was not identified with any

group. He was forced by circumstance to commit

himself more definitely to the Jacobin faction

with the Revolution of 31st Hay,

In his Mémoires Barère speaks of ' that

execrable 31st of May, which degraded the national/
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37
national representation for ever,' He ha3 been

heavily criticised for his so-c: lied betrayal of
38

the Girondins, but the opprobrium is unfairly

founded, for he never expressed any allegiance to ^

the Brissotins, and openly mistrusted the olandist

circle. The allusion of his affiliation 1 ith the

Girondins could have sprung from his admiration for

ondorcet and his early federalist leanings, and

Lis open opposition to the sections and the enrages.

It is true that he rarely visited the Jacobin club,

as he was appalled by the lack of discipline during

their debates and the noise of the outside supportera,

fet he had opposed Yargniaud on the question of

the appeal to the nation and Buzot over the reprieve

of the King. He was not alone in his •ttempt to

forestall the action of the Commune on April 15th,

when Marat presented his petition demanding the

arrest of twenty-two members of the Gironiin

faction. Robespierre also warned the Cor1 une

against hasty denunciations. Although Karat had

expressed acute dislike of Barère, and the dislike

was mutual, his name was not on the famous list./
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list.

Towards the end of May Barère had swung

very much away from any association with the

Girondin attitude. He "blamed them for Dumou.riez' /

defection and for the failure of the Committee of

General Defence. He believed that it was due to

their constant attacks on the Mountain and their

ineptitude over matters of immediate policy that

the Commune had been allow*d to gain 3uch power

and effectively threaten the Convention. He

believed that the lack of control by the Convention

on the capital, the country and the war whs due to

the Girondin inefficiency and fear. Leunay

sug ests that Barère's swing to the lount'-in w-s

due to his own fear. 'Cependant, la Commune

voulait ses tetes et son 3uccès n'était pas

douteux. C'est ce qui décida Barère à
39

3'orienter vers la Montagne.' It is more likely

that he felt Irritated by the panic measures the

Girondins seemed to wish to adopt, which only

exacerbated their own position. On May 17th

Gaudet had demanded a total reorganisation of the/
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the sections. He warned the Convention that the

mob was about to descend on the assembly and

dissolve it by force. His speech was hysterical,

although accurately based. He suggested that
t
oc

3hould the threat carried out then the entire
f\

National Convention should move to 3<rurres, where

the Girondins were trusted and popular. Parère
realised the foolishness of such a suggestion

made at such a moment end lost hi3 remaining faith

in the Girondins. He may have once believ d that

a federal republic was preferable to total

domination by the capital, but he had never

doubted that the national representation must

always reside in Paris. The suggestion made at

any time would have brought violent opposition,

and memories of royalist betrayal, but that it

should have been made 1 hen Paris was seething with

unrest and suffering from famine was suicidal.

e tried to calm the frenzied assembly in n speech

in which he hotly opposed Gaudet's motion, stating

that there was no real evidence of a section

conspiracy to overthrow the Convention, but that/
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that If doubt remained then a commission should be

appointed by the assembly to inspect the workings

of the sections and the Commune. His proposal

for a Commission of Twelve to inquire into the

■machinations of the Revolutionary Committees was a

real attemot at conciliation and not a deliberate
40

sacrifice of the Girondins. The commission was

apoointed on May 20th and went into business with

alarming alacrity and thoroughness. The

commissioners demanded, in their first report, that

all the section clubs be closed by ten each night

and that certain arrests be made, including Hébert,
a sug estion with which Barère was in full agreement.

The demands were placed before the Convention and

brought immediate and violent complaints from the

Commune. In answer, Isnard, as president of the

assembly, made his famous remark that if the

spontaneous insurrections of the capital were not

p:r evented then Paris would be rased to the ground

and 'men would search the banks of the Seine in

vain for traces of the city.' Protest followed

protest to the bar of the Convention until Santon/
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Danton pressed Hérault-Séchelles, acting president,

to demand the abolition of the Commission, before

it pressed its demands too far. Hérault -greed

■with Danton's warning and had it abolished . No

sooner had the decree been issued than, on the

notion of Lanjiu'nais, it was reformed. It was now

too late to save the city from insurrection, and

formidable ally of the Commune had given his

approval of any action the People found fitting in

the crisis. On Nay 29th, Robespierre ha i made

the pronouncement at the .Jacobin club, 'Je suis

incapable de prescrire au peuple le moyen de se

G' uver,....il ne me reste d'autre devoir à remplir
41

dans ce moment.'

On May 29th the Insurrection Committee

erged with the section committies and rec n3tituted

the Commune. The newly-formed body promoted one

of its o1 n nominees, the hard-drinking, swash¬

buckling Hanriot,to take charge of the Motional

Guard,as Santerre was in the Vender, . d ;ed to the

guard w s an auxiliary militia of 20,000 volunteers

drawn from the sections, and the promised support/
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sup ort of workers and general supporters from most

of tlie sections who had declared in favour of the

Commune. The people had once more prepared

t emselves for a state of insurrection. .Canton,

y ho was more than familiar with the organisation

be ind spontaneous revolt issued another warning

to the Convention that,although it was possibly

too late, an attempt at appeasement could bo made

if the Commission of Twelve was once more

'issolved. Ironic lly, it was Barère, who had

first suggested that it he formed, who in

conjunction with Danton and the Committee of Public

,• fety, framed the address, delivered on the

lorning of the 29th, demanding its dissolution.

Jn an attempt to break the stranglehold of the

Commune over the city of Paris he issued a plea to

the sections to rally to the support of its

elected assembly. The appeal won only m rginal

success, a few of the sections sent declarations

of support to the assembly, but the majority opted

in favour of the insurrection government at the

Hôtel de Ville./
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Ville.

At three-o-clock on the morning of Hay

31st the city gates were closed and the tocsin

sounded. "hen the Convention assembled Inter in

the morning the deputies found the Tuileries

Gardens filled with Hanriot's henchmen,

petitioners from the Hotel de Ville demanded the

arrest of the twenty-two proscribed members together

ith all the memb' rs of the Commission of Twelve

and the two Girondin ministers Clavier and ~,ebrun.

In addition they made a series of staggering

demands which included a heavy taxation on 'the

rich*, subsidies on food supplies, a system of

poor relief and a revolutionary army to be

maintained and commanded by the city of Paris.

The sect.oniuaires went little further, than delivering

their demands on May 31st. It was a Friday and

the additional popular sup-ort from the workers of

the sections had fallen short of expectations.

They did however succeed in gaining the support of

..o espierre, who attacked Vergniaud fro:: the rostrum

and received cheers from the section of the/
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the mob which had invaded the hall and taken the

seats next to the .Montagnards. Danton remained

ilent; he had attempted to prevent the events from

reaching this peak and had failed. He was to

support the revolution in his speech of Tune 14th,

.at at the time he was apprehensive. Barère too

said nothing during the events of the thirty-first,

but tie did make a further attempt at conciliation

the following day. On Tune 1st he proposed an

address to each of the section committees end to

the Commune. Vergniaud resisted the atte pt,
42

stating that it was unnecessary. Lasource

attempted to steal the moment from Barère • ni
43

proposed a proclamation himself. The proclamation

was rejected and Barère was invited to w.->ke one

in the name of the Committee of Public Safety,

ïhe result was very much the same as the one

suggested by Lasource, but the gesture demonstrated

yet again how much confidence the Convention had

in febe Barère, A further warning was issued on

the night of the first and the second when Jambon

suggested that some reply be made to the accusations/
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accusations of the Commune before the events of

Friday were repeated. Unfortunately the

convention hesitated too long over the reply.

The culmination of the insurreotion

followed on June 2nd, The assembly had taken

Peart at the proclamation from the Hotel de Ville

that it would guarantee the sanctity of private

property, but the body as a whole was 3till

fearful of renewed attack. After the event

Parère accepts its inevitability, 'La loi relative

aux gens suspects est générale, elle doit être
44

exécutée revolutionnairement»' 7hen the crowd

of 80,000 surrounded the Tuileries on Sunday and

the deputation marched into the hall demanding the

arrest of the twenty-two, Barère attempt: to

preserve the dignity of the national representation

by requesting that the proscribed members

voluntarily resign their seats, A few of them

refused to yield to the force of arms even at the

request of the Committee of Public Safety, Barère

tried again, this time on his own initiative,

suggesting that the entire assembly of deputies/
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deputies leave the hall in a body. In his

empires he st- tes that at this suggestion

>obespierre turned to him and sharply demanded

what he was trying to do. fA nice mess you're

•taking of it' , was the reputed phrase. Jome

moments of tense hesitation followed, then as

. o,rere did not - ~1 r- h^ve the courage of his

convictions and lead the deputies out himself,

eiault-3echelles rose and conducted the deputies

out into the gardens. He asked one of the armed

citizens what it was they wanted, and received the

same demands as those expressed in the petition.

The deputies walked slowly round the gardens to

be faced with fixed bayonets on all sides,

finally they returned to the hall having achieved

nothing. The moment was rescued by Gout on who,

half wheeled, half lifted to the rostrum, saved

the face of the Convention. 'Citizens', he

declared, 'all members of the Convention should

now he assured of their liberty. You h ve

marched out to the people. You have found it

everywhere good, generous, and incapable of/
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45
of threatening the security of its mandatories.'

He then moved a motion of accusation against the

twenty-two denounced members. An order for the

arrest of thirty-one of the Girondins followed.

The decree was introduced by Barère in the name of

the Committee of Public Safety. In a desperate

letter of the first of June he had lied to his

a
^

constituents, 'Il yAeu des defiles des sections,
mais surtout pour la parade. Danse? l'assemblée

c'a été une réconciliation générale des partis.'

The 'parade' had become a fact and Barère himself

had set the 3eal on the rupture des partis. In his

démoires he claims that he was overcome with

anguish and bitterness at whrt had happened. It

is possible that he was, and because he could do

nothing about preventing the arrests, he should

not be blamed for throwing the Girondins to the

mob. The only man who could have 3aved the

situation was not Barère but Danton, and he

remained 3ilent. The revolution was moving into

the phase in which a patriot had to prove his virtue

or go to prison. In St.-Just's words,a patriot/
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patriot was one who supported the Republic in

general, anyone who opposed it in detail was a

traitor. At the same time the only convincing

way to support the Republic, or appear to, was

through force, and it was -to hw through force that

the Republic ws to be maintained.
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Chapter IV 139

The arrest of the Girondins had been

necessary for the safety of the Revolution. For

the sections and the Commune this was merely a

justification of their actions which had been

based on fear of reorisal end arrest. To 3t.~Just

and Robespierre it v/as the reason and not the

excuse. Roth Jacobins and Girondins had believed

that the V.ill of the People was supreme; they

were all ousseauists, and vante 1 a society based

only on laws of truth, justice and reason. Vox

ponuli vox naturae,'but the Girondins h-d

misinterpreted the Voice and the V 111. The

ontagnards believed the Voice of the Peopl was

heard at the Jacobin clubs, in Paris and

throughout Prance; and at the section meetings,

its Will was mode known through petition. Paris

was the hub of a Republic, unified and indivisible,

and should not be suppressed by the provinces.

Spontaneous insurrection was merely the

implementation of the National Will, despite the

fact that Pari3 alone participated," and it was the

duty of the deputies to be true to that ill./
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ill. The Girondins, through their ineptitude

in dealing with the war, their federalist le-nings,

and their petty attacks on personal rivals within

the Convention,had not only destroyed the unity of

the representative body but also threatened the

indivisibility of the Republic. 'Our aim is to

create an order of things, which establishes a
1

universal tendency towards good,' so declared

■t.-Just, and that meant a universal faith and

morality. It had been necessary therefore, that

the Convention be purged of elements which

» inhibited the consolidation of the epublic and

the Law.

There a,re two plausible interpretations

of Rarere's attitude to the devolution of June 2nd.

. ither he could have been persuaded that Robespierre's

rigid republican philosophy was right, that the

eputieo must at all times bow before the

manifested will of the people. It is more likely,

however, that 'Little Barère, who always rides the
8

crupper of those who have the best horses,' hod

decided to sail before the political wind. It/
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It i3 unfair to see him only as an opportunist,

lie believed in tue inviolability of the national

representation, and had re-ented the invasion of

the assembly by the mob, whom he set as constituting

only a section of the People, He had therefore

demanded that the leader of the invaders be

arrested. When his demand for the arre t of

anriot was ignored» and his suggestion that the

whole assembly leave the hall in a body foile ",

he could do no more than acquiesce. In his

c cecity as reporter he could at least uphold the
3

unanimity of the one remaining co mittee. He

t erefore prepared his report on the arrest of the

twenty-nine members, upholding the 'decision of

the People»' He did not however see them as

criminals, and in this differed from the

ontagnards. He saw only that their expulsion

was necessary for the union of the Convention,

but he abhorred the idea th* t they might fall

victim to the rough .justice of the Com-une. He

was therefore very ready to support the suggestion

that hostages be sent from the Commune to guarantee/
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4
guarantee their 3afety# Later when the deputies

had been e.iled to their departments he again

supported Couthon's and .Danton's sugg estion of

.Tune 6th, that hostages from the Convention he

sent to the departments to protect them fro the

fury of the loci Jacobins, His resolution

collapsed, however, under the measured attach of

obespierre, The Montagnard victory was complete.

Following the arrest of the Girondins,

the relative peace which reigned in the Convention

and aris contrasted sharply with the intensified

unrest in the provinces. The people of Paris

had effected their own Devolution, but their

decision was plainly not that of the majority of

France. The provincials reply to the Parisian

insurrection was civil war, Tt was necessary,

therefore, that the legislature define the new

morality, the ne- freedom; thrt it make the

epublic vori. This wos necessary, not only from

the point of vie" of the civil unrest, but as an

alternative to the programme which the Commune of

Paris had drown up. If the Convention failed,/
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failed, then the Commune could take over. Such a

capitulation to anarchy was more than even the

ontognards could condone. A constitution was

therefore miraculously nro uced by June 74 th, after
6

only eight days' ■*ork. Although Parère was one of

the members of the committee annoInted to draft

the Constitution, the real rork was undertaken by

érault- échelles, ho managed to nroduce his first

dr' ft by June 10th# It embodied much of ^he

ont-;nari theory outlined by Hobeaoierre in hi3

speech on property, delivered to the Convention on

April 24th. The final constitution, which was

never implemented, was a logical outcome of the

strife between the socialistic trend of arat'3

Co mune and the bourgeois tendencies of the
7

Girondins. V/hile the sanctity of private

property was guaranteed, a system of poor relief

to the needy was oronounced to be o 3ocred
8

obligation; sovereignty was declared to reside

only in the Peoole; universal manhood suffrage

was introduced. The document presented an

outline of democratic freedom which no--one in the/
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the Convention could oppose. Barere introduced

the draft to the Convention on June 24th. 'In a

few days,' he said, 'we have reaped the

enlightenment of all the ages.' Later he was

still of the sane opinion, ' ithout doubt this

Constitution was too perfect, too severe for

frenchmen, but the Assembly made a mistake in not
9

putting it into effect.'

The ne- constitution became the pretext

for the inevitable follow-up to the events of the

31st of day and 2nd of June. It had become

necessar for the ontagnards to dêfine their

position more clearly than they had done while in

opposition to the Girondin domination of the

Convention. They had leaned towards Pari3,

r: ther than the national .Representation, and had

used popular force to effect their supremacy

within the Assembly, It was therefore their

turn to confront the popular cowers to prevent a

usurpation of the legally constituted form of

govern ent by the illegal,spontaneously created

forces at work in the capital. Robespierre bore/
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bore the full force cf this confrontation when he

introduced the provisional diaft to the Jacobin
10

club on June 10th. lie was challenged by Chabot

on the motion that a copy of the net constitution

be sent to all the departments foi approval.
' lie ne parle pas des droits naturels de l'homme...

elle laisse à l'arbitraire de la legislation
11

1'es•ablessement de la Constitution,' He

continued to accuse it unjustly of making lit le

provision for tie needy, *11 manque d'assurer du
12

pain a ceo., qui n'en ont pas.' On the day that

parère presented the fini bed constitution to the

Convention the enragé, Jacques Roux, attacked

Robespierre and the Constitution in the Cordeliers
13

club. Robespierre delivered a virulent attack

against the new ' rnona chioal upstarts of the

..evolution', and Collot d'Herbois accused the

cordeliers of wishing to nrovoke renewed disorders,

ïhe threat of renewed internal strife coupled

with "isasters at the front, made it necessary for

the central government, having purged itself of

dissenters, to stabilize the executive. It had/
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had become obvious that the Dantonist committee

had failed in its task of g iding the Revolution

and executing lavs sufficiently firm tc prevent

its pov r being challenged» Therefore, vhen the

time ca e for the committee to be reviewed it was

necessa y that certain changes be made, both in

personnel an; policy.

The election of the second Committee of

ublic oafety marked another reverse in trie political

offiliations of Barère. The political veather-

cock finally rejected Danton for much the same

reasons for which he had rejected the Girondins.

Re blamed the failure of the committee to control

the events of lay 3lst and June 2nd onto anton's

refusal to speak; he v?as suspicious of the old

Cordelier especially in the light of the Menues

koux affair. As a hard-working, meticulous

•ember himself, he resented -Denton's lassitude in

connection with the committee work, but ;--bove all

he ha 1 noted the influence of Kobesoierre over the

convention, both as far as t; e constitution w-s

conce !ied and over the outco-e of events. It had/
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had "been Robespierre who had emerged triumphant

from tue skirmish at the Jacobins, and Barère rrs

^eginnin to realize that whoever controlled the

Jacobin club controlled Paris.

Seven of the Committee elected on July

10th were to sit on the Great Committee* Again

Parère took the 1 ad, gaining 192 votes: the fall

in the number indicated net so much the fall in

his popularity but the reduction in the me bers

of the assembly* The most significant newcomer

to the committee was St.-Just, and it wrs probably

due to his influence rather than Parère'8, (as

Parère claims) th-t Robespierre was added to the

number on July 27th. He entered the committee

at the very moment when Danton suggested a total

reorganization of the executive, a suggestion
14

which was spurned. It is a strange coinci'nce
I

that the fall of both the principal demagogues of

the Revolution should occur on the anniversary of

their respective entries into the two Co remittees

of Public Jafety,

The committee was not completed by the/
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the arrival of hobespierre, but he promised the

directive force vhich ould inspire an unde :ined

collection of legislators which lacked either the

lersonal power or the initiative, with the exception

of St.-Just, to for,, an elective executive

committee. Barore and ^indet were the only two

wno had ant on the ,;anton Committee, and o had

experience of close committee ork. They were

trusted by the Convention and had done nothing to

daunt the faith- it had in them. Comot and

rieur de la Cot d'Or joined those elected in

gust to provide the first really competent

directive force behind the organisation of the war.

The remaining terrorists, Billeu -/arenne and

ollot d'Horboio, did not appear on the committee

until after the Kèbertïat insurrection of September

4th. In his uncompleted '.histoire du Comité >e

- alut ublic', :arere claims the t the failure of

t e first committee wns due to its incompetence in

dealing - ith the municipality of Paris, and it3

failure to prevent th t body from hoi Un/ the

Co ve.ition to ransom . he answer? of toe second-7
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second Committee of Public Safety to the

recalcitrant nation and insurgent capital was the

Terror, an; in his 11 la to ire, Barere appleud3 its

success, *The Committee of Public Safety v s the

subliment creation of the devolution. This bond

of specialists v/as the only means to make France
15

victorious,...'

The pressures exerted on the central

government from outside and the fear of personal

attack from within turned Barere into the uncomprom¬

ising terrorist of the Great Committee, eer lay

eUifid most of the attitude s and actions of those

directing the devolution. Hot only was the

country so often in anger, but each individual

felt himself threatened. Parère, more than many

of the others, was susceptible to any for of

attack, h - v.ever oblique, Marat hated him» and

waged a erivate war fro his cellar against
16

'Parère the royalist, Parère of the men:-in?, smile! •

It is possibly fortunate for Parère that Charlotte

Corday removed this implacable enemy of all

moderates, for his attacks were becoming "rngerous/
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dangerous. Barer© was attacked for his reports

on the Vendee and the war by those who kiew how

de aerate the situation wo. , and they b1 o :.i < d him

for toning down the truth to rv-. -e It palatable to

the Convention, He was accused of personally

nominating the inept Beauharnr I as Minister of

Vor In niece of the sans-cul^otte, Bouchotte, and

or defending the aristocratic Custine in the
11

onvention. In September, Robespierre, who had

long nursed a grievance against hin for the

re' arks Barere had mode about him during the

Klag's trial, attac ed him at the Jacob! ms. Yet

it was Robespierre who In fact defended hin from

the attacks of the Hebertlsts, hen the sections

versed the Convention that Parère was the oot

insidiously dangerous of all the member, of the

Co nittee of Public Safety, Robespierre came to

his defence, stating that he was not politically

dangerous, but hardworking and valuable to the

executive.

It was not only oersonal attack that

created the new arère, which led him fro: his/
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his statement of June 24th that, 'Tfaat matters it

to tie public liberty, the passing fate of e few

:in dividuals? The nation, like philosophy, sees
18

only results,' to the more insistent terrorist

"octrine, 'In revolution, everything which tends

to save the fatherland, to strengthen the new

government, to ensure liberty is religiously

commanded»' It was net only to strengthen his

own position and reply to the previous ac us&tions

with severity that he was instrumental in ordering

the arrest of Custine on the pretext that he hod

failed to relieve ainz. He turned his bac on

all compromise, and followed up that order with

one recalling Biron from the Vendue. In his

first report to the Convention from the newly

formed committee he c lied for a concentration on

the defence of the country and the liberty of the

people and to allow nothing to prevent an absolute

dedication to this cause. 'Liberté, e'ga. ite,

voilà noes maximes; une constitution et des lois,

voilà notre bonheur,'- albeit a suspended

constitution,- 'la destruction de la Vendee, Is/
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la munition des traîtres, l'extirpation iu

royalisme, voilà nos besoins? la reunion franche

et proapte de te tes nos forces contre les

ennemis connus, voilà nos devoirs et le seul gage
20

de nos succès.' Remembering the cry of the

sans-culottes against all moderates and pacifiers

he rebukes the uncommitted, 'Ou est donc le danger

si grand? affecteront de dire les ennemi, constants,

ces • odéies soectateurs inutiles e la dévolution'»

His days of being a moderate spec! tor were over.

o attempt is made in this speech to cover jp

the dangers which face the country, 'Le danger

eat plus terrible encore, il menace nos es erances,

nos travaux, notre fortune publique, nos prorriètés
21

nationales par des incendies combinés...'. Yet,

as before,he still saw the real enemy as being

..ngland, and it was due to her influence that the

counter-revolutionaries in France could operate.

In the same speech he declares that papers have

been found which 'annoncent que le gouvernement

anglais soudoie dans nos places frontitiestoxèe
22

de nos armées, des agents de plusieurs sortes.' /
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22
sortes.' He clai s that the letter gives an

outline of the Anglis' plans to discredit the

assignat "by persuading the counter-revolution: rics

to refuse ; 11 credit notes w" ich do not ber-r the
23

ortrcit of the king. In an all-out atte~.pt to

stamp out the counter-revolutionary movement,

.houchard was relieved of his command of the army

of the Moselle; co•ni be loners were appointed to

visit all the armies at the front, and the Vendée,
to administer 'If médecine politique;' finally

all the relations of the royal family tere tc be

expelled, and harie-Antoinette be transferred from

the Temple tc the Ccnci rgerie. It is bee- use of

this clause in the report that iacauley accuses

parère of being the firot person to suggest the

...ueen's death. It is slender evidence on which

to co vict Aarère of inhuman cruelty, nn the

decrees had been drawn up by the entire co ittee,

and harere'a clai~ that obespier e first

sug este it is far more likely to be true.

The style in which he delivered, this,his
o
& <J

first real 'carmagnole^ as his reports we.! e to be/
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be called, va» ■ ;ie. e had long * een known for

grandiloquence hic' could brins an unruly
• •• e My tc order. In his rt o t to the

Convention in tc nrme of the Committee of ublic

afety he brought t' e ring of personal conviction

to a mote cf oratory vhieh already embodied every

trick of eloquence that he had learned daring his

Ion, career of public speaking, Launay is

scathing in hie criticism of £arere*s style#
• dette édiocrité glorieuse, et cette a titu le

P4
pour le pathos, l'enfilade indéfinie de phrases.*..

e clairs that there is little change M tree, the

style of the ...lo .es and the style of the apports,

♦Cette gout pour la phraséologie et son besoin
d' é;.e.£ veil] er un put.lie par l'élasticité de sea

périodes, les pirouettes de sen style, la.

fantaisie étourdi sss te de a a rhétorique, ' re-ains
t e same. .Te is not entirely correct in that

u .iàrc's reports were gerer 11,y rhetorical, packed

with hyperbolic allusion, and in the case of the

leports on the war, panegyric in style: but there

vere ti• es when he presents mere fact, unadorned/
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unadorned and cil jed» d cendin; upon the mood of

.he Convention and the natter of Ma report. is

exasperations were famous, especially the case of

his report on the Vendeur, and launay is right in
e; x ticiaing h in for giving a false Impression to

France of what really ha -pcned, and c. eating an

entirely fallacious revolutionary legend; vhat

was i portant, and nore relevant at t" e ti e, was

tuat Parère could hold the attention of the

Convention and inspire it vith confidence throughout

the- 1 ngerous mon ho 1 hen the spirit and he

o p tint am of the deputis was at its lowest ebb.

f anyone could restore their faith in the Republic

it w-s Parère, and dur in;, moments of crisis or

dissentIon cries of *Barèr# à la tribum-J' could

be heard above the cries of dissent.

During the etor y s< ssion of eptember

6th iîarère «es conspicuous by his absence. While

he onvention listened to the harangue of

brunette, and quivered under the threat or" yet

another insurrection, this time by the Hebertiat

enrarea. even Robespierre admitted that nothing/
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nothing; could be done until Barore arrived to

present the report of the Committee of .Public

afety. Paris, under the uhc4o-- of n eoli se

of the sun, waited for the outcome of another

journée» an! Robespierre as president of the

as3© bly was facet ith the demonstrator f ora the

Commise who demanded that *terror be made the order

of the da;/', and that Chaumette, who was openly

declaring war on the rich, be their apo esra n.

hile Chaumetta demanded a evolutionary army to

scour the provinces for food, and the section

committees p eaentcd their somewhat co -munistic

petition, Robespierre and the Convention

: ' ocroa tine ted intil Barore arrived. .-arère and

I a re3t of the co .ittee, however, were - •iting

alao to see which way events moved before framing

their report, and a the dry irew on, hi1laud-

V-renne seize i the opportunity to trice the lead

and supported the -notion for a revolutionary army,

ue then attached the Committee of Public dafety,

v-hich was ineffectually defended by the only other

ember of it present, 3t»-Andre, So one listened/
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listened to !i , however, for Denton had mounted

the tri une amid hysterical a- pleur, an .; roved,

in a 3; e< Ch in support of Billaud-V?renne, thst he

c Id s'ill bend &n • s e.r-bly to his ill, It wee

into such an atmosphere of hysteria that .arere

•irive.! and prepared to compete v.ith Danton at the

tribune. He was sure of himself but the

occasion required eourege, Only a few d ys

before he had presented his famous appeal for a

national war effort and the levee en masse and had

r ceived rapturous appl-uue. Jut these to

we:sures had exacerbated the unrest caused y food

shortage and. physical hardship and lay at the

back of the Hébertist rising. He was there Tore

marked au one of the ene y by the mob in the hall,

;.n his views on internal revolutionary armies
•

ere ell known. The future of the Cowmiti.ee of

ublic dafety was at stake, for if he failed to

gain the confidence of the assembly after Danton*3

s each, then another Hay 31st would probably

result. In a masterly speech he rescued not only

i.obespierre and Ct^Andre but the Convention and/
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an i the Committee. He pr nounced n decree for

the organization of a revolutionary army, he

roraised the 'blood of Brissot and "?ar ; e Antoinette',

he blamed the food shortage on to conspirators,

ant with an irrelevant, and slightly sus aect

anecdote, nied by informing a wildly cheering

assembly that the neohev of itt had been found
£0

riding in a rench Chateau.

Afterwards it was Barbre who s g ected

that Billaud-Varenne and ollot d'Herbois join the

committee. )anton wa also ashed, not at toe

suggestion of Barcre, but he refused, s• •-ing he

could best servo the needs of his country outside

any committee. In withstanding this latest

ttaok on its power and authority, the Committee of

public Safety emerged stronger thro ever. -n no

small way did Barère help to win confidence for

the committee from the Convention. Cn September

25th the Committee of Public Safety again c me

under attack, this time by the Convention itself.

The asserbly accused the committee o^ withholding

information, and framing decrees without/
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v/lthout consultation with the leputies. In an

unprepared speech, divided for effect between

sapplication and concise commentary» Barere asked

for the strength and confidence of national

representation in all that the executive found

fit to do. He explained that the co- «lttee kept

lothing to itself, but bee use the material it had

to handle was so diverse it was necessary to

select and or ier the information before it was

presented. If the work of selection was not done

beforehand, he informed the , the amount of detail

would be so overwhelming that no sense would be

a.\c of it, The pretext for the attack was the

failure of Houchard(after the battle of Hondschnote,

t t-ke adequate prec utions against a rene ed

attack from the u,ngli3h. ;.lthough technically

be-ten and forced to retire from Dunkirk, the

nglish ha! effected a counter-ottac : which had

seriously depleted the Army of the lorth. Under

such criticism from the Convention, Barère and the

Committee could only uphold the view that all

reverses at the front were due to treachery among/
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among the generals. Mouchard was therefore

hi- -ed for not having shot all the Mng'ioh

ori3onera after the battle, and massacred the

et e- ting army» Barère himself a'vo"1-ted such a

nolicy, making the often misquoted renar' th- t
♦ -end men don't come back *. He does not retract

this statement, even in his émeires » ao he claims

that such disasters a - Valenciennes would, n ver

have happened had this policy been cp.rrled out

from the beginning, Houchnrd was subsequently

arrested and eventually executed or îTove or 17th,

a ith no vord of protest fror Barere. In

s or: "Icing Ho vchard orère saved the Co it toe,

and lestored confidence in its ability to irect

the war efficientl . As a fin-1 tent o" the

anvi ntion's support he demanded, * If the

o~ ittee hps forfeited your supnort, rec 11 us to

your midst.* The Conve ntion lid not r c- 11 the
76

twelve embers,

Barère had drawn from the Convention a

vote of confidence in the Committee of Public

..afety, and when he as ed that there be ne change/
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change of personnel for a fuither month, the

request was granted ithout further debate. "rom

that ornent- the Co n it tee beer;-e s de facto

executive, and v.ithout being fully a are of -hat

they hal done, the re -bero of the Convention

transfered the mandate, to interpret the 'ill of

the People, from the elected representative ody

t te 3mailer oligarchy. The Convention,

owever, still hoi to be cajoled ml persua led to

accept the decrees, and this bee re the took of

Larère. he committeJ himself absolutely to the

task of maintaining the link between the

• o'Tvention and the Committee, and in order to do

this his own faith in both must never be seen to

v-aver, He therefore used all his oratorical

power to force the Convention to accept the Law

of Huspecto on 3epte bcr 17th, despite te fact

t at in his NTe ml res he describes it so iniquitous.

It is possible th-t secretly he thought so at the

ti , but it was necessary • t that moment to use

every method open to the committee to prevent the

spread of counter-rev lution. 'If we had thunder/
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thunder we would use it,' he declared and in a

word he turned his back on the fate of the
' *<

Girondins, his friend the uke of Orleans and his

own conciliatory n ture of the past»

In this ne", uncompromising frame of

mind he introduced a d c ee on <ctober 1st for

dealing v.ith the ♦Inexplicable Vendée»♦ The

speech was delivered in the tone of the Terror.

:e outlined plans for isolating the seaboard to ns,

jor totally destroying Lyons, and any other of 'ending
town hich raised its flog against the eoublie.

e also promised that measures would be taken to

curb treachery among the generals. He oleaded

f r renewed sur lies, informing the Convention that
28

♦Dieu se met toujours du cote des gros bataillons,*

His plea was answered. He had flattered the

Conv ntion by referring to it r-s the instrument of

the devolution*and he had terrified it by

describing the size of the .nglish forces. He

had appealed to the representatives of the people

to take the lead and concentrate their collective

porer, 'Ce travail ramènera dans la main de la/
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la. Convention des ouvoirs trop dissémines; il

iétabli; c dans un seul point l'autoiité nationale,'

JBarère more than anyone else managed to disguise

the fact that the 'seul point' of authority was

the Committee of ublic Safety, but in doing so

the Convention responded to him, hen on October

12.th he announce ! to it the rec? otore of Ly ns,

' i.yons is no o e,' he declared to deafen in?,

applause,-the Conv ntion was prepared one ore

to place its confidence in the Cor.mii tee of Public

Safety,

The only way in which France could

withstand the onslaught of both civil and foreign

war was through tot 1 unity of the n- tion. The

same deputy who had fought to keen his native

town of Torbes out of the clutches of Léarn, who

had claimed that the individual characteristics of

the provinces of France must be retained, in 1794

dedicated all his energy to bringing into ef ect a

policy of total unification. On January 27th

he presented a 3t>eech urging the standardisation

of the French language* He argued th- t local/
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local patois and dialect, es well as foreign

languages, provi ed a weapon for the war against

centralisation. He argued that the French

language was the 'instrument journalier* of the

•pensée révol itionnoire' and must become the

standard means of communication throughout France#

In allowing local di-leets to persist, the state

was encouraging federalism, 'Le fédéralisme et la

superstition parlent Bas-Breton; l'émigration et

la haine \e la République parlent llea-nd; la.

contre-révolution parle 1'It'lien, et le f- m tisme

parle le Basque#* He al itted that the ap peal

may an near frivôlous but at a time hen unity was

vital to the safety of the Republic every hindrance

to such unity must be removed. Finally he

appe led, 'Nos ennemis avaient fait de la langue

française la lapgue des cours; c'est à nous d'en5
P. 9

faire le langue des peuples et elle sera honorée.

Concomitant with the Committee's policy

for total unification, a plan for the nationalisation

of all Industry concerned with the war was

presented to the Convention by nrère in ebruary/
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February 17-4. He had lent his support to the

La of the Jaximum, first decree on 'ay 4th 1793,

for he sa1" it as being no more than an e tension

of the nationalisation of -11 vital p. oducts.

n his suooort of the la1' he states ' Products of

our territory are national property, all re«l

oroperty belongs to the State; evolution and

liberty are the citizen's first creditors; the

epublic should have preferred credit "hen it
30

v:i she s to purchase.' He saw no ano-naly in a

regime which claimed it upheld all individual

rights and at the same time demanded the subjection

of the individual's wishes to the e of the .t* te.

tie could therefore also declare, w en irate

erchants stormed shops and food wagons in

protest against the maximum, 's long as I am one

of the people's representatives I shall wore

oitiless war on those who violate the right of
31

private nronerty.'

The basis of 'economic terror' had been

outlined by St.-.Tust ar early as ïay 17 P r-hen the

Girondins had passed a. motion fixing a mo imum/
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maximum price for all consumer goods. On

September 3rd, 1793 the Committee of ublic 3nfety

introduced more rigorous measures to control not

only the price of food but the amount consumed.

•L'économie est la vertu des oeuples libres,'

st"ted Barère when he introduced the measures; or
32

so he tried to persuade the people. It is

doubtful that he succeeded in persuading himself,

for he was among the first to criticise the

aximum in December 1794. In February however,

there we e armies to feed and clothe and famine

was one of the causes of civil unrest. The law

may have been 'un piège tendu à la Convention car

leo ennemis de la héoublique; un présent de
33

Londres,' but it was necessary to s-ve Trance

from starvation. Barère had insisted on the

formation of subsistence committees in September,

as he rightly believed that some account of

region?1 economy had to be taken. He had framed
the navigation Act of Septe ber 21st, and was thus

responsible for the clooin of French ports to all

nglish shipping. Ho English goods were to be/
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be imported. He had declared that France muât,

and could, produce everything herself, that the

commercial power of the lodern Carthage must be
34

broken. It was necessary for the integrity of

the nation that ranee beco' e a Commercial

epublic, 'c'est-à-dire un commerce oui aime son
35

nays plus que celui de3 autres.' It would have

been easy to do just that,had France been able to
reduce suf icient raw material, to meet the

de and for armaments, or had r; e developed her own

industries sufficiently to make her independent of

all imports. Barere appealed time and again,until

dhermidor, for more rigorous measures against

bl-ck- arketeers, a greater concentration on the

collecting and manufacturing of saltpetre and a

persistent surveilla ce over all who violated the

aw of the !a; imum. Undeterred by reports of

far era hoarding grain, carters filling bran y

bottles destined or the front with water, and

housewives chasing from their doorstens

commissionaires sent to check on food suprlies,
Jbarfere an moled to the Convention for their/
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their support in the face of en apparently

failing noliey. It was with great jubilation

that he announced to the assembly that ierthollet

and Le Blanc had found s method of producing

saltpetre, which even the .English di i not know

about, and that the commissionaires no longer

had to comb the cellars of all France for the vital
36

commodity, The effect of the Navigation ct

coupled with the totalitarian policy drained

France of supplies and Initiative in in iustry for

a time. But the measure saved her from

starvation and equipped her armies to a degree

that rendered futile the allies' policy of v iting

until France dropped rith exhaustion before

forcing humiliating conditions of mq.ce upon her.

On December Hh the Committee of ublic

safety decreed the Lav of Revolutionary Government

■nd the onvention van compelled to accent the

principles of the republic of /irtue. arère,

although he lacked the fanaticism of St.- Just and

the vision of iobespierre, accepted that it was

necessary to over one 11 opposition to the/
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the Republic with force and that all iav s

necessary for its protection must he executed

promptly and with minimum revision. There was no

ti e to i element the principles of the new

constitution; thot would come when the danger was

passed# Terror must he node the ord r of the day

to prepare the way for those principles# .his

re ark made during the Lyons massacres characterises

is attitude to the Revolution at that oment.

'Lut what is the present generation in come-rison
37

ith generations which are to come?* lie had

beco e a real rousseauist in that he realised, like

i.ohespier■ e, that the peonle had to he forced to

be free. Yet like St.-Just he believed th t

t.iese measures were temporary and that after the

nation he been purged of ell concepts which ran

counter to the new ideology the new day would daw

when the nation would be frer un?er the law# In

the eantime, so the reaction to the death of the

• •irondins and htnrie Antoinette, and the closing of

t e churches, caused the civil war to intensify,

it v-s necessary to exercise maximum surveillance./
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surveillance. To this end the Committee

a pointed nev 'missionaries* to exercise extra¬

ordinary power in the provinces. The sovereign

^eoole, represented by te Committee of Public

Safety, had to exercise dictatorial cover a - ■* the

law of December 4th enabled it to do so. 'The

com it ee, bein forced by circumstance to arrogate

to itself, extraordinary covers,became a ^esootism
38

x

of Liberty.' For the ti"e being Larere was

dedicated to that despotism. In answer to <■> e of

the many petitions presented to the bar of the

Convention protesting again t the severity of the

deputies on iasion, Parère answered, in d.fence

of Lebon's activiti a in -rras mi Cambrai, 'Lebon

q 'on avait calomnié a pris dans le déoar fitment où
il était en mission des mesures qui ont beaucoup

contribué à ces victoires.' It is true that when

..ebon's measures bee me too much for even

..obespierre to excuse, Parère joined in the att; ck

again, t him, but in the v int r of 1794, too much

was at stake to allow even the slightest

relax- tion of the police surveillance. hen/
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lien Desmoulins openly attacked the Terror In the

'Vieux Cordelier', Barere varned him in a speech

made in repl to other attacks on the Low of

Dusoects, which he describe : as 'a terrible but
39

necessary institution «<hich hn.3 saved France.'

•!uring the critical months of Frimaire and

hlvose, before the tide turned in favour of France

in the war, the safety of the Kepublic was all

that mattered. 'For the nation It was a question

of liberty and for France it was a Question of
40

exi -tence,'

♦All means of defence become legitimate,♦

he declared when the trial of the Hebertists

opened. The trial was a mccvery of legality, but

parère could not proies I against a measure which

protected the Committee. The Hébertists had

at te pted again to force the Cordeliers to take

the lead in opposing the Terror nod the Co <itt.ee

and therefore they had becom enemies of .he people

and lost their right of citizenship. It is

doubtful whether he was as persuaded of the

appearance of legality in the cose cf Danton'a/
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wanton's trial. He had loot hi3 faith in Danton,

but he had admired him, ■ nd liked him, as had

Robespierre. barere was not convinced of the

premise that 'ell pleasure-see ers ore counter-

revolutionists' and he id not oppose Danton on

the grounds that he had betrayed the epublic of

Virtue through his, (Danton's) personal vices.

Parère's concern was more with public morale than

•oublie orolity. It is possible that he believed,

as he sayo in his émoi res, that -anton was

w r ing with the counter-revolutionaries in the
41

Vendée. It is more likely that at the time of

the arrest his concern was not so much Danton but

Herault«3echvllen. In his capacity as reporter

to the Convention Darere handled all documents

appertaining to the war. He had in his possession,

during larch, some capers said to hove been stolen

from a neutral ship in Toulouse. These contained

plans drawn up by the co-lition for the partitioning

of Dr- nee, an clauses of the proposed peace

treaty. iér&ult«Sèchelies had asked to see the

papers, and then asked to orro1 them, parère/
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Parère had lent them to him, despite the fact that

Hérault had "been dropped rom the Committee of

ublic Safety in December on suspicion of treason,

arère eventually askei for the pacers back again

as he had to make th report, Hérault hes■tated

an i said that he would let him have them later.

The papers which came to light luring the

investigation after his arrest showed hi to be a

close friend of the Comte de Holy, the natural

son of . aron Thugat, the Austrian Chancellor, and

also showed that on one of his missions to the

upper ;chine Vie had in fact been in asle,

together with evidence rovided by the Drench

rnbassador in Constantinople, The committee were

convinced of the treachery of Hérault. It is not

3urprisin( that Harere was so vehement in the

condemnation of the Dantonists, or that he who hod

demanded .Jury for the evolutionary Tribunal

should insist that the condemned go to the
4P.

guillotine without a hearing,

oince the establishment of the Lav of

...evolutionary Government the Committees of Public/
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Public Safety and General Security had taken over

nearly all the tasks of the various e ecutive

com is. ions. After the end of 'arch, hen all

other commissions were abolished, the volume of

ork which the Twelve handled was prohibitive,

"hey orked hard, and none harder than Barere,

e still hel 1 resoonsi '-Hit-y for legislation

ealing with foreign affairs, naval administ ration,

oublie m numenta, theatres, libraries, ublic

educ tion, :oor-relief an 1 the repression of

mendicity. He published reports an; er.lt with

all the facts relating to the work of the
43

commissions which had once dealt in these matters.

e worked all day, and often mtil t' o or three

o'clock in the morning fr-ming the r ports and

deali : ith cortespondence. His main concern,

iiowever, wass the reports from the front, and he

3pent moot time on those he wr-s to present to t e

Assembly announcing victories or incidents of

republican glory. Couthon attempted to relieve

hi of the task, and - ith reason, for his

exaggerations were soraeti es e-bar'assing and his/
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lai s inaccuracies appalling, St," Just demanded that

he deliver his reports vit out 'bei ng allowed to

ad froth to the victories,' The report on the

taking of Charleroi is typical of the style in

w" .ich these 'car agnoles'were delivered, ' Vous

voyez -la bnrrc les signes d'une nouvelle victoire.,
1

ntendez comment les esclaves capitulent; en

to nt aux genoux des républicains il font l'cloge

e leur générosité,,.voilà donc les fruits de ses

efforts; voilà les résultats précieux de votre

union; voilà les garanties de la belle république

que vous avez fondée sur les cadavres des Capet et
44

•les fédéralistes, ' His 'report' on the sinking

of the /engeui is a hilarious example of his

exag e-at ion and inaccuracy, 'Depuis que la mer

..•at devenue un champ de carnage, et ue lee lots

ont été ensanglantés par la guerre, les annales de

l'rurope n' avaient oas fait mention d'un combat

aussi opiniâtre, d'une valeur aussi soutenue, et

d'une action ittSlt terrible, auosi meurtrière que

celle du 15 Prairial,.,' The report of the

cattle of June lot in which the French yen el/
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vessel 'Vengeur' was de-masted an farced to

surrender to the . .n/. iioh contains little true fret

but i ave Larère the opportunity to use his

invective against the -nglish. 'Misérables
escl ves de 1itt et de George, est-ce que vc s

pensez que des Français rénublicains se remettront
en des mains perfides, et transpireront ■ vec des

ennemis rusai vils que vous.' The cr.pt- in reports

that he signalled for he lp to the English ships in

the area n1 they immediately answered his coll.

According to Howe's diap tch 777 Frenchmen were

ic ed u out of the water; t"e rest went do< n with

the wreckage, despite desperate efforts to rescue

them by the c : ex: of the English ship which had

do. e the damage. 'Imaginez,' Enrère begs the

convention, 'le vaisseau Vengeur percé de coups ie

canon,s'entrouvrant de toutes parts, cerne de

tigres et de léo mJ Anglais# -un equi agt compose

e : 1 ssés et de curants, luttant contre les

flots et les canons#..* The English stopped

firing as soon as the masts felt, according to the

renort. The contain, enaudin, describes a email/
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«mail incident of the battle, 'Mous enteridîmea, en

n us éloignant, quelques una de 'nea camarades

f r er encore des voeux pour leur patrie, .Les

derniers cria de ces infortunés furent ceu. de

Vive la epublie ie,' Baière interpiets t' e

information differently# * Tout-«'-coup le tumulte

du combat, l'effroi du danger, les ci is de

douleur des blessés cesaentî les cris de /ive la

Keoubliquel Vive la Liberté et la Jrr nee: ce font

entendre de tous côtés,' Lenau'in cl-ims that as

any as possible were s ve' by cutters and t?ken

to the English vessels, but . arère insists on the

ilful drowning: of many of the i'lench, j arère
uat have read the repoit. hy he cb se to

ignore most of the facts an extenuate all of them

is hard to ony, exoe t t: at the enemy had buen

^nglish. Also he was by than a prrctiSed

politician and knew how to use facts to advantage,

and b July 9th when he delivered his eport, the

Convention was showing si ns of rebellion. He

new how to restore its confidence end also he was

too much the showman not to use every patriotic/
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patriotic and romantic gesture to full histrionic

effect.

There is evidence in his rémoires and in

his .Defense that Barfere's relations with the other

members of the Committee became more strained after

Danton's death. In 1larch -t.-Just and Robespierre

forced through the Convention the Lavs of Ventôse

which confiscated all emigre property or that of

suspected persons and pieced it at the disposal of

the indigent. Barère, vith his deep-seated
respect for private property, mistrusted the law,

n n had been shocked at. the method b- which -trJust

had by-pe.ssed the committee in the early stages of

the framing of the decree. He attempted to

ersuade its author to modify certain clauses, but

was simply told to prepare a report on the est

eans of re iatributing th property among the

poor. The report on the Ventôse Laws which

finally reached the Convention lacks the conviction

of earlier decrees. He never did drew up the

required 11 t of persons who might benefit,

mainly because the French people themselves were/
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7 ere far t o proud to declare the . elve • indigent#

ct.-Just's proposal foi the decree of 21

erinal brought the two into open onfliet once

"■re. . arere w.v. s a rain ns :e ' to prep-; re a report

on those of the nobility who c uld be 'of use' to

the Republic. But Barère misunderstood the request#

He was shocked by St#-Just*a proposal that ci-devant

nobles should men: the'roads, and Barère's report

in fact ecame an anologia for those proscribed

hies, and a series of requests for exemptions

fron - anual labour. St.-Just delivered a

scat' .inp, .<■ ttack on areie's own noble origins and

r • sed hi of favouring and protecting the

nobility still left in France#

The division within the Committee of

u /lie Safety and its rivalry with the Committee

of General Security became increasingly marked

after the d- eree establishing the l-olice l.aw of

27 Germinal was pushed through the Convention,

jgsrere remained rloof from most of the intrigues

between the emerging faction . He returned more

end more to his old conviction, expressed in a/
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o speech in Grimoire that 'La Convention erre

seul, et doit seul gouverner,* After the

attempt on obesoierre's life in Prairial there

had been a request made t. at the members of the

i'om ittee vhc felt their lives threatened should

be provided with an armed e-uard, Bare re had

o ; osed such a request when ma le by the Giron "ins

end he di ' not hesitate In opposing this one,

'Le Comité de Salut Public a ordonné telle mesure

co- e si la Convention n'existait pes,' e c- me

o. e and more into conflict with the * triuwvirate',

and vas resented by 3tr- Juet and Gout on, one

înci-îent reveals the o inion they held of im,

t.-ouat » returning from the front pi h the report

of the battle of Fleurus, refused to give it to

parère. When he was asked to give the details

of the battle he refuse , remaining silent ■■ nd

sullen in Parère's presence. The details - ore

acquired fro- else-, ' ere, but the report differs so

rich fro- 3; rère's other acco its of victor!. 3 that

it wo Id e easy to believe that the framing of the

report was lone by someone else. The inci ent/
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for several attacks on him by the iobeapierje

fret Ion. ' ufuntin ;obespierre warned him at the

end of Prairial in the Jacobin cl , ' e ioned

you on olst 'ay, but you will not tocape a second
46

ti e.' He became at first suspicious and then

afraid of the emergence of the triumvirate. By

Prairial he observed that 'Ht.-Just, Couthon nnd

.0• espierre were constituting a kind of tri; virate,

iiich concerted and took mr- sures to hie ale forth

at the proper time nd take os esslon of 1; -c

;Oter of the Committee as soon aa they had

succeeded in discre iiting it and renderin; it

sisuect evey by the Convention and as soon as they
47

could dispense ith its information and or.'

The greatest shock came hen i.ob-. apierre

inferred the Committee of his désigna to replace

the Cult of Keason, vhich he dismissed a3 being

' aristocratic* , wi V. the worship of the supreme

Seing. srêre was not only startled at this

sudden volte-face, as he r.w it, but suspicious of

Pobespierre's real motives. He had agreed to a/
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a certain extent ith the attack on atheism mode

by Robespierre in November. He could accent that

in the a sence of the ing there is the eoole,

but although a rationalist, he had never totally

acceded to the thesis that in the absence of od

there is only Reason. The root of his opposition

to the decree of '.lay 7th ina not a philosophical

repugnance at the re-est blishment of a Godhead

• ich had been legally destroyed, but r ther a fear

of the political implic- tions of a new State

Religion*

The plan for the fete was presented by

Javid durinf Robespierre's presidency. nrère

was asked to present the rather embarrassing
t '

decree concerning the dress to be orn by the
48

deputies. He was also asked to read the decree

proclaiming the day as a national festival. :is

report following almost immediately Robespierre's

? na -s •die introduction 'Il est enfin arrive,

Ë*auteur de la Nature avait lié tous les mortels

par une chaîne immense d'amour et de félicité,'

is rather flat and lacks enthusiasm; there is a/
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a total absence of personal comment. Vilate

describes an incident which h ppenel during the

day of the f?te rhich indicates parère's own

feelings, 'Afin de jouir du coup d'oeil de la

fete,' he net Barère, Collot, Prioui and Carnot in

the garden of the Tuileries, 'Barère ne

paraissait pas content,'he says. Vilate describes

him a being do v.-ucast and restless, but deep in

conversation with Carnot on the subject of the fête.

They tried to persuade Vilate to have lunch with

te , ut the latter refused as he was due to eet

obesplerre. fhen he told then this a 3ilence

fell and they parted company hurr: iedly.

The law of the 22nd Prairial tore the

bora littee asunder and brought it into open

conflict with the Committee of General iec rity.

The decree was introduced by Carnot, ago in during

the presidency of obespierre, immediately

foxlowing the fête of the bupreme Being, Barbre

had not forgotten the appearance of Kobespierre on

the summit of David's c-rdboard mountain, and was

convinced that it si nified more than honour/
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honour normally due to a president of the

assembly. "hen the decree of the 22nd was

presented to the Convention before the other

members of the committee had seen and discussed

it, Barère joined Vadir, representing the

Committee of General Security, in a protest

against both the contents of the decree and the

mode of presentation. Mllcud openly challenged

Robespierre and Gouthon for their high-handed

methods md with Collot d'Hêh&ois they formed the

group, referred to by bouchez and Roux, a3, 'les

gens revolutionaire3' in opposition to 'les gens

de la haute main.' Cith the exception of David

and a.ebas, the Committee cf General Security

declared itself opposed to the triumvirate and to

the decree. Barère was president of the Jacobins

in essidor when Robespierre and .it,- Just attacked

Carnot for hi3 financial policy, of which

Robespierre at lease understood little. Barère

hotly defended Carnot against St.- Just, 'I do not

fear you,' he said, 'I have always defended our

country openly and without personal interest. 1/
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ï v/ill answer you from the tribune if you 2ay
49

blame on Carnet.' Yet despite attempts

made by Barère, Vadir, blse Bayle and Csrnot, and

the gro" in/ opposition of the Convention 'The

horrible law was passed an : its consequences were
5°

deplorable.'

Barly in lessidor St.-Just demanded the

unio of the Committees of .ublic Jafety and

General Security. He informed the members of the

former that France was in a state of the utmost

anarchy, both of power and will ,, and that the
Convention was inundated with unexecuted and

unexecutable laws. On being challenged to

explain himself more fully he stated that France

needed a dictatorial power different from that of

the two committees, hat was needed was a man

of sufficient talent and power and energy to

accept the full responsibility of public ontrol.

In the a sence of a national ideology, - by this

he meant a complex of beliefs and values which

were acceptable to the entire nation, - and of

traditional institutions some form of charisma was/
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was necessary to prevent the fragmentation of the

Republican virtue. St.-Just saw the need for a

man endowed with such a habit of devolution in his

principles, actions and agents that he would be

able to answer for the maintenance of liberty and

tVie public security. His demand for a virtuous,

inflexible and incorruptible citizen left no one

in any doubt as to whom he would see promoted to
5!

dictator. Barere had a profound airairation for

dt.~ Ju3t, 'That brain of fire and heart of ice'

as he refers to him in the démo ires. He saw him

as a 'deeper, cleverer revolutionary than

obespierre' and he understood the power the

younger man exercised over the Incorruptible. He

saw in ot.-Just the real power behind the

triumvirate and feared him. Thus when this

speech was made Barère was in no doubt that it

would be the l ingrnaker rather than the ding who

would rule, and he di not see himself acting as

one of the courtiers. Barere had once believed

in the entiments which 31.- Just now expressed in

clearer, more dynamic terms than any one else/
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else could have done. He had doubted the efficacy

of the Committee of Public .safety but he could not

accept the concept of dictatorship in the terms

outlined by Ct.-Just; in a republic it was not

lawful for one ^an to raise himself above the
52

other elected representatives. The fear of the

impending fight for supremacy within the Committee

itself and the constant rumours that another 31st

of hay was imminent, made him appeal again and

again during hessidor and Thermidor for the full

confidence and support of the Convention in all the

efforts of the Committee to avert a new insurrection.

He blamed the rumours on the resurgent Hebeirtist

movement, latter-day Dantonists, and, as always,
53

the infiltration of Pnglish agents. He openly

opposed the concept of dictatorship on 2 Thermidor,

without actually mentioning Robespierre, although

in his reply to Saladin in 1795, he claims that

this speech was intended to be a direct attack on

him, 'Il faut que le3 fonctionnaires publics

soient les instruments du peuple et non ses
54

dénominateurs.' The Convention knew his views,/
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views, yet he was not approached by any faction

and was uninvolved in the machinations of louche

before Thermidor, As on May 31st, Barère remained

e r.afently impartial, unconnected ith any plot,

fend uncommitted to any cause, gave that of avoiding

as much acrimony and bloodshed as possible.

From 28th of Messidor, Bsrère, as

president of the Jacobin Club, had been made aware

of the clandestine plot to curb the power of the

triumvirate, Kobespierre had appeared

infrequently at the Convention, since the passing

of the lav. of 22 Prairial, but he had concentrated

all his efforts on winning renewed sup ort at the

Jacobins, and insinuating that there were plots

eing hatched by the Convention to overthrow him,

parère attempted to prevent denunciations of other

members of the two committees and the Convention

b encouraging irrelevant and harmless discussion.

Hence, two whole evenings were devoted to the

reprimand of a pun il of the école ie Hors for
55

v.earing gold earrings. In hi3 speeches to the

Convention he concentrated on the programme of the/
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the nationalisation of the war effort an i supplies,

and made repeated references to the day when help

and victory would come to people of liberty and

all the tyrants would be chased from the land.

These speeches were not a veiled threat to the

triumvirate, as Launay and Uathiez suggest, nor do

they indicate that he knew of the plots to overthrow

uobeopierre, they were simply an attempt to inspire

confidence and optimism. The tension of the

weeks preceding 9! Thermidor is echoed in the

reports he made to the Convention, His constant

allusion to the rumours of a 31st of May, and the

lack of his usual verve, coupled with the forced

optimism, show the 3train under which he himself

laboured. He was perhaps relieved when the

Committee of Public Safety decided that at.-Just

had been right, and united the two Committees, for

in so doing one source of the friction within the

executive would perhaps be removed.

After Kobespierre1s discours of the 8

Thermidor, barère demanded the printing and

circul- ting of the speech, against the wishes of./
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of the majority of the assembly. In fact it is

due more to his aigument that, 'dans un pays libre
56

il n'est aucune vérité q i doit être cachée,'

that Bourdon de. l'Oise 's motion that it be

subjected to scrutiny by the Convention «as

overcome. In Vadir's attack on Robespierre in

which Vie challenged him on the case of Cat erine
57

Ihéot, -^arere played no part. He remained silent

during the ensuing debate until he obviously could

3tan I it no longer and declared 'II est temps de

terminer cette discussion qui ne peut servir ou' à
Pitt et au duc de York. J'ai pronosé l'impression

lu discours de .Robespierre parce que mon opinion

est qufe dans un pays libre on doit tout pu lier.

,i depuis quatre décades obespierre eut suivi les

opérations du Comité, il aurait supprimé son

discours. Il fallait surtout que le mot

d'accusé soit effacé de toutes vos censées.'

The discourse «as ordered to Vue published and

circulated. In an atteraet to forestall further

discussion of the issue, JBarère began immediately

his report on the progress of the wer. In his/
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his reply to Dubois-Crance he persists in

supporting his own action on the 8 Thermidor,

lie claims then that he supported the printing of

the discourse to neutralise the effect it had

-roduced on the Convention and to enlirhten Paris

and the departments on the powerful intrigues which
58

threatened to invade and usure everything. There

is no reason to doubt his word. He knew of the

intrigues and he was afraid of the outcome of the

debate, al3o he played a well-calculated move in

expressing an opinion which c^uld be interpreted

either as supoort for Robespierre or as a counter¬

attack.

, fter 3t.~ Ju t had been forced to leave

the tribune during the session of 9 Ther idor, the

Convention burst into uproar. Barère played no

part in the actual attack on the triumvirate.

fter Elie-Lacoste had demanded the arrest of

Robespierre for setting the Jacobins against the

Convention, Fréron attacked At.-Just and Oouthon

for wishing to 'mount the tribune on the bodies
59

of the Assembly,' Carnot claims that Barère/
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60

Robespierre, leave :;t.-Just and. Couthon alone.'

It is difficult to judge his reasons for wishing

to defend these two, who had appealed equally

guilty of scheming for a lictatorship. It i3

possible that he wanted to avoid another -ans

execution, or it could be that he had a genuine

admiration for the 'enfent terrible' of the

evolution. Certainly in his emoires he

dedicated more space to an appraisal of Jt.-Just

than to any other of the revolutionaries. His

admiration of Robespierre was tempered by his

novledge of the failings of the 'Incorruptible.'

'Virtues and vices were equal in him,' he says of

him in the ^fenoires. 'On the one side, honesty,

love of liberty, firmness of principle, love of

roperty, devotion to the pooular cause; on the

other side, a dangerous moroseness, a bilious rage

against his enemies, an atrocious jealousy of

tplento that eclipsed his own and a fanaticism of

orinciple that made him prefer the establishment
61

of a law to the existence of a population,* The/
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The two men could not have heen more different, but

Barere had the generosity to admire in others

qualities which he himself lacked, a generosity

which Robespierre did not have.

During the heat of the morning's debate,

Robespierre and Couthon had attempted to mount the

tribune and defend themselves, to be met • ith jeers

and cries of, 'Barère to the Tribunei' Barère had

nothing to say at that point of the proceedings, and

he would have been placed in a very difficult

situation had he been forced to take a stand. By

seven o'clock in the evening, when the Convention

re-assembled, the atmosphere was cooler. On the

request of Tallien, the Convention had been

declared en .permanence, and the two committees had

united to frame a report on the events of the

morning, Barère presented this report a ut eight

o'clock in the evening. It is interesting to

compare the speech introducing the decrees of 9

Thermidor with the report of the following lay.

Before the arrest3 were made, while the position

at the Commune was uncertain, Barère remains/
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remains cautious. He begins the reuort of the

ninth by citing a letter confiscated from an enemy

officer in Belgium. 'Tous vos 3uccès ne sont

rien; nous n'en espérons pas moins traiter de la

paix avec un parti, quel qu'il soit, avec une

fraction de la Convention, et de changer bientôt
62

de gouvernement.' He claims that while the

uncertainty remains as to the outcome of events,

the government of the country must grind to a halt

and the direction of the w-r suffer. 'Citoyens,'

he appeals in the Proclamation to the French People

following the report, 'voulez-vous perdre en un jour

six années de Révolution, de sacrifices et de
63

courage?' During the entire speech and

proclamation no word of invective against any of

the accused appears. The following lay, ho ever,

after the arrest of the Hobespierriots, he uses

once more the style of the 'carmagnole', '^lle a done

éclaté, cette horrible conjuration tmmée sous le

manteau du patriotisme, et par des usurpateurs de

l'opinion publique! Elle tenait h des ramifications

nombreuses, et qui se sont découvertes dans cette/
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cette soirée avec une rapidité effroyable..' As

a consequence of the first renort of 9 Therrnidor

Robespierre and his suporters were arrested, as a

result of the report of the following day the sower

of the Convention was declared supreme. 'Enfin,

le cri unanime de tous les citoyens a été; 'Vive

la Convention îîationalel vivent la liberté, la
64

/épubliquel' During the night of 9 and 1

Thermidor, Barère had given frequent reports on the

movements of Hanriot, the activities of the Commune

and the movements of Cections. He had framed the

appeal to the cannoneers on the Place de Grève to

remain faithful to the Convention, He says in his

empires that he had joined the op -osera of

Robespierre and was prepared to die if necessary,

should events turn against the Convention. There

is, however, a caution about his words and actions

during that night which, when compared with the

virulence of the attacks of Tallies, Treron and

the resolution of Billaud and Collot, renders hi3

commitment suspect.

In his report of the 10th he declares,/
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declares, 'Le 31 Afai le ..euple fit 3a revolution,

le S Thermidor la Convention Nationale a fait la

sienne, et la liberté a applaudi également s

toute3 les deux.' After the event barere also

found it safe to 'applaudir également à toutes les

deux,' for he had been neither a Girondin nor a

Jacobin, neither a brissotin nor a Kobespierriat.

.:e had been afraid of the prospect of a dictatorship,

but one 3uspect3 that had such been established,

he would have been ready to adjust to it and vork

as conscientiously and wholeheartedly for a

dictator as he had for a democracy.
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inefficiency for Hérault had been inculpated in

other official papers which had fallen into

th® hands of the Committee in January.

h3. Since April 1793 he had sat on committees dealing

with all theses aspects of administration,

hh. Rapport sur la prise de Charleroi. Stephens

vol. II.p69 et sea.



Moniteur, 12 Frimaire.

L6. Barère, Reply to Dubois-Tranee.

L7# setter quoted Carnot, Preface to Mémoires.
kBm Le Convention Nationale & senti il y a. quille mois

le besoin da donner un eostima au* repréeentane

tïu Peuple.* Moniteur.

k3» Barere, Reply to ^eladin's Report.

50. Reply to Puboi®-Crence•

51. Later in the speech he nam©® Robespierre» Monitemi

52. Report of 101h Ther&iâor. Moniteur for 11 Th«rrc.

53. 1 noue avions g répondre è des tfebertistf?. à des
le x

complices des Danton et^Chaumette, nous n'aurions et

prononcer qu'un simple renvoi nu tribunal

révolutionnaire. Im liberté répond aux contre

révolutionnaires et aux traîtres par la mort et

la Convention par lea loix.

5Um Moniteur No. 3L5.

55. Mercure Universel, 3 Thermidor, 175L.

56. Moniteur, 9 Thermidor.

37. The Pall of Robespierre*, and other Resays,

Albert Mathiez. Rssay on Robespierre and

Catherine Théot.

58, Reply to Raladin.



5V» Moniteur, Nooll-312.

60# Preface to the Mémoires»

61. Mémoires, Vol XV* 351*

62. Moniteur, -No. 311-312

63. Moniteur No. 313-31i*.

6U. Op. cit. loc. cit.



Conclusion»

The Committee of Public Safety was reorganised on

July 30th, 179U• A motion demanding the arrest of

Barere had been defeated and he remained as its

reporter» As the reaction to the Terror intensified

into the 'White Terror1, the Thermidoriens, centred

round TaHien led the Convention into attacking

the three former colleagues of Robespierre, until

it appointed a commission to examine the papers and

reports of all the former members of the committee»

Finally, as hostility against them mounted, Collot,

Billaud and Barere left the committee on September

1st» Barere fell victim to more seathine attacks than

either of his colleagues, and many of the indictments

against him were not only unfair but grotesoue»

Dubois-Cranee, who had long held a grievance against

him, blames Barere, above anyone else, for the excesses

of the Terror»'J'accuse notamment Barrere,' he says

in his detailed denunciation, 'd'avoir ete l'instigateur

des persécutions que j'ai eprouveee»* In the report

on the three former members of the Committee of

Public Bafety, Feladin lays stress on the inefficiency

and the intentional cruelty of Barere over and above/



above the blame he places on Collot and Billaud.

Scores of newspaper articles, pamphlets and letters

accused him of the most fantastic and heinous crimes.

On December 27th a commission of twenty-one was

appointed to investigate the case of the three

terrorists while Barère began work on his formal

De'fense. The returned Girondins pressed for more than

impeachment; Legendre demanded arrest and imprisonment

and was loudly supported by the Convention. Saladirfs

report in the name of the Commission of Twenty-One

was drowned by the jeers and cheers which alternately

filled the hall. The demand for the arrest was made

on March 2nd and the trial began three weeks later.

Amid the uproar of the insurrection of 12 Germinal, the

three terrorists were sentenced to deportation to

French Guiana. Barère was quietly working in his

room on the speech he was to present the following

day, when the gendarmes arrived to arrest him.

Jeering crowds surrounded the coach in

which he was to be driven to the port, prior to

deportation. While the drivers of the two coaches



coaches struggled to get their 'passengers* safely

out of Paris, Tallien was trying to persuade the

Convention to order the execution of Barere, Billaud

and Collot. Barère had alrady begun to regret, as he

was to do so many times during the rest of his life,

that he had not only deserted Robespierre on 9

Thermidor but had denied him many times afterwards.

For he realised then that not only had he turned his

back on a colleague whom he had respected, but also

on the Revolution. Yet Robespierre had left him no

choice; the triumvirate had threatened the National

Representation , in which Barère had placed his faith

and confidence. A more critical factor in the final

moment was that Barere's own safety had been threatened.

Barère was no martyr.

It is easy to condemn Barere for a career

of political compromise, especially in the light of

his attempts to ingratiate himself with each succeeding

regime. Yet he was not by nature a sycophant any more

than he was a terrorist. He lacked the vision which

would have enabled him to compièhend the 'Republic of/



of Virtue* and recognise its essential credo, that

the People is everywhere good. He had believed that

the sovereign power lay with the People but was

convinced that the General Will could only be

interpreted by its assembled representatives. Yet

he would never have the fanatical faith in the

supremacy of that Will which made Robespierre

hesitate before signing the appeal to the Section

des Pioues. or prevented St-Just from offering one

word in his own defence. Despite his complicity in

the Terror he was fundamentally a moderate and a

liberal.*11 faut donc un juste milieu pour asseoir

un bon gouvernement républicain; vous ne le trouverez

jamais dans les extremes.* Although he was arguing a

case for the Directoire in 1797, such a sentiment is

convincingly Parère's own. Perhaps the most realistic

assessment of Barere is given by Carnot, *He will

fight to the last for any cause to which he has

committed himself, but on the defeat of that cause

he accepts the yoke of the conquerer with deplorable

facility.*
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